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Introduction 
KOLA TRADE AND STATE-BUILDING: 
UPPER GUINEA COAST AND SENEGAMBIA, 15TH-17TH CENTURIES* 
by George E. Brooks 
"They call them Gola, and we Nuts: •• ten is a 
present for a King." Richard Jobson (1623)1 
From earliest recorded times to the present day, no African commodity has 
been more important in West African commerce than kola, a product of the 
coastal rainforest belt. Kola are highly esteemed as an indulgent and mild 
stimulant, are used for medical purposes, as valued presents between friends 
and first acquaintances, as symbols in social and religious ceremonies, as 
tokens of peace or war (depending on their white or red color) in diplomatic 
exchanges between states, and as the source of a distinctive yellow dye for 
decorating cloth. 
The beginnings of West African inter-regional commerce in kola cannot be 
dated. That the savannah populations had a longstanding commerce with the 
forest areas is attested by Arabic sources dating kola exports from the 
Western Sudan to North Africa from the thirteenth century. 2 In recent years 
scholars have contributed much information concerning overland routes 
connecting kola-producing areas of Guinea-Conakry, Sierra Leone, Liberia, and 
Ghana with interior markets, but there has been no comparable study of 
coastwise commerce along the upper Guinea Coast, and for good reason: the 
paucity of sources for the period prior to the seventeenth century.3 
* This paper is dedicated to Walter Rodney, whose historical writings on 
the Upper Guinea Coast greatly stimulated scholarly interest in the area. An 
earlier version was submitted to the Colloque International sur les traditions 
orales du Gabou convened at Dakar, Senegal, May 19-24, 1980. I am indebted to 
Sr. Avelino Teixeira da Mota for permission to reproduce maps from his 
publications; as will be evident, • Sr. da Mata's outstanding scholarly 
contributions over the past four decades, notably his painstaking research in 
compiling, editing, and annotating documents and maps, constitute the point of 
departure for research on the topics and chronological period covered in this 
paper. Research on this paper and a forthcoming monograph on the history of 
the Guinea-Bissau region was generously supported by awards from the Social 
Science Research Council and the National Endowment for the Humanities, and by 
sabbatical leave from Indiana University. I am grateful to Debra Chase, Lori 
Bell, and Connie Strange for typing, proofing, and collating the paper; 
members of the History Department could not be better served by professional 
staff. Regarding good friends, I wish to acknowledge the enormous benefit I 
have derived from stimulating and informative discussions over the years with 
Charles S. Bird, Winifred F. Galloway, Olga F. Linares, Avelino Teixeira da 
Mota, Bakari K. Sidibe, Felipe Tejeda, and Donald R. Wright. None of the 
foregoing is. responsible for the analyses or conclusions reached in this 
paper; indeeq-, "kola-mania" is a personal affliction. 
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Historians interested in West African commerce are confounded by the 
singular anomaly that the first reference to kola in a European source is 
found in a Portuguese document concerning a vessel captured by an English sea 
raider in the Great Scarcies River in 1564, while the first discussion of 
coastwise kola commerce in a Portuguese source is not until 1582.4 Thus · 
the historian is confronted with the highly improbable and difficult-to-
believe assumption that Portuguese mariners and Lusa-African coastwise 
traders, men astute and capable in so many other commercial endeavors and who 
were assisted by skilled African pilots and interpreters, failed for a century 
and more to recognize the commercial importance of the commodity that was most 
highly prized by West African traders, and consequently failed to profit from 
such knowledge. 
The opposite was the truth of the matter. To state the principal findings 
of this paper at the outset: First, Portuguese traders early recognized tfle 
c_ommercial importance of kola and, together with African mariners familiar 
with coastwise commerce, engaged in a highly lucrative trade in kola and other 
West African commodities, which commerce they systematically concealed for 
reasons of self-interest from royal officials responsible for the enforcement 
of restrictive trade regulations. What is not recorded in historical sources 
can be (much) more important than what is presented up-front! Second, once it 
is recognized that this suppression of information concerning coastwise 
commerce occurred and the implications concerning African commerce in pre-
European times are investigated, significant relationships become apparent. 
Among the principal findings are that there was an important commerce in kola 
and other West African products along the Upper Guinea Coast in pre-Portuguese 
times and that this commerce was connected with the development of Banhun 
[Banuu~, Banyun, Bainouk, Baiote] and Mandinka trade routes linking the 
Grande, Geba, Cacheu, and Casamance rivers with the Gambia River and the 
matrix of commercial networks connecting the Senegal and Niger rivers and 
trans-Saharan routes. 
This paper consists of five parts: Part 1 discusses different types of 
kola and their attributes. Part 2 provides an overview of the Portuguese 
reconnaissance of West Africa in the fifteenth century and the commercial 
regulations promulgated concerning trade with Africans. Part 3 examines 
Portuguese, lan9ado, and Lusa-African commerce along the Upper Guinea Coast 
and Senegambia during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Part 4 
assesses the foregoing with respect to reconstructing patterns of coastwise-
interior commerce and state-building in pre-Portuguese times. And part 5 
examines changes in African commercial patterns following the arrival of 
European traders. 
Part 1: Kola and Bitter Kola 
The distribution of kola, its commerce in recent times, and its social 
uses can readily be summarized and enumerated, while kola's supposed 
physiological, psychological, and other attributes defy facile explanation and 
analysis. Of some forty species of kola identified by botanists only two are 
of outstanding economic importance: cola nitida and cola acuminata. The most 
valuable and the subject of this paper is cola nitida, which is indigenous to 
the forest belt of West Africa extending eastwards from the southern part of 
Guinea-Conakry to Ghana. Cola acuminata' s natural range is from Nigeria to 
Gabon; in some places, notably in Nigeria, the most prized cola nitida has 
been introduced in recent times. "False" and "bitter" kolas derived from 
other species of cola and from other trees are discussed following. 
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Cola nitida grows most profusely on the Upper Guinea Coast in an area that 
extends from the Great Scarcies River to the Rokell River in northern Sierra 
Leone, with a second area of concentration bordering southern Sierra Leone and 
Liberia. The first area was the principal if not the exclusive source of kola 
exported northwards to the Guinea-Bissau region and the Senegambia in the time 
period discussed in this paper. And not surprisingly, European words for kola 
apparently derive from that of the Temne people living in the area of 
production and commercialization: Temne k:ila; Portuguese cola; English 
kola; and French kola. The same is the case for the African societies living 
northwards along tneUpper Guinea Coast, as is discussed below. 
Kola trees grow to a height of about fifty feet and a single tree may bear 
a thousand or more nuts. Along the Upper Guinea Coast, kola seeds mature 
during the early months of the year prior to the beginning of the rainy season 
in April, which circumstance fortuitously coincides with a change in wind 
patterns-that expedited their transportation northwards in trading craft. Kola 
seeds mature in pods containing a varying number of seeds which may be claret, 
purple-red, pink, or white in color. All have an astringent taste, with the 
pink and white nuts generally more valued for having a sweeter taste, higher • · 
caffeine content, and for their color. Kola contain caffeine, kolatine, and 
theobromine; when consumed they have a mild stimulating and sustaining 
effect. Cola nitida is reckoned to have roughly as much caffeine per hundred 
grams as coffee, plus approximately as much theobromine per hundred grams as 
tea. Besides acting as a mild stimulant, kola relieve pangs of hunger and 
thirst, a quality prized by those engaged in long marches such as in trading 
caravans, hunting, warfare, and other activities demanding stamina and 
sustained effort. And kola's property of making water taste sweet is 
appreciated where good supplies are unavailable.5 
Depending on circumstances, the color of kola conveys significant social 
and cultural communications. For the Upper Guinea Coast and Senegambia, white 
kola symbolized friendship and were used in peacemaking and ratifying 
treaties, while red nuts signalled enmity and challenge to warfare. Breaking 
and offering a kola is an expected and valued expression of hospitality: cola 
nitida seeds separate into two lobes which may be prized apart. At naming 
ceremonies, and in recent centuries at christenings, red kola symbolize life 
and white ones represent purity.6 
The spread of Islam with its prohibitions against the use of alcoholic 
drinks is widely credited with increased use of kola. A credulous British 
official asserted concerning credulous Africans living along the Gambia River 
in 1863 that the "Mohammedan .•. is firmly attached to the belief that should 
he die with a portion of the cola-nut in his stomach, his eternal happiness is 
secure. "7 In as much as kola had been marketed along the Gambia for many 
centuries previous, it is likely that it was not so much the spread of Islam 
as the commercialization of peanuts from the 1830s that enabled ordinary 
people, Muslims and non-Muslims both, to increase their consumption of 
luxuries of whatever sort. The same seems probable for other parts of West 
Africa as well. 
Kola is believed to possess numerous medicinal qualities, including that 
of stimulating a man's desire and virility. In contempory times, some 
Africans influenced by· French culture are persuaded that the supposed 
aphrodisiac property is enhanced by steeping minced kola in wine with the 
mixture taken as a daily tonic. Africans and Europeans alike have recourse to 
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kola as an antidote to alcohol-induced "hangovers," taken generally with 
strong coffee, arabica or robusta as opportunity serves. None of the 
foregoing alleged attributes has, so far as is known, been subjected to 
rigorous and replicable scientific experimentation. 
In addition to the two species of "true" kola, cola nitida and cola 
acuminata, discussed above, "bitter" and "false" kolas have long been traded 
in various parts of West Africa. The most widely disseminated "bitter kola" 
is Garcinia Conrauana which grows in forests from Sierra Leone eastwards to 
Cameroon. Although belonging to an entirely different species, it is 
frequently found in the same areas as cola nitida and cola acuminata. 
Garcinia Conrauana has a bitter and astringent taste and is frequently chewed 
along with "true" kola as the means to increase the user's enjoyment of the 
latter, as well as enabling larger consumption without indisposition. Various 
"false kolas" are derived from different species of cola and from other 
trees. A "false kola" indigenous to the Guinea-Bissau region that likely 
figured in the caravan traffic discussed in Part 4 was Carapa procura, whose 
seeds came to be called in Portugese times "cola amarga," i.e. "bitter 
kola. 118 
Of considerable interest to historians and linguists are the names for 
kola used by African societies along the Upper Guinea Coast and Senegambia. 
The following names for kola are from societies speaking related languages of 
the West Atlantic subfamily of the Niger-Congo language family, from south to 
north, Temne: kola; Papel: ka-k:ila (sing.), i-kcJla (pl. 1; Banhun: kola 
(nuun-tobor group); Serer: guru; and Wolof: guro. Commenting on the foregoing 
relationships, J.L. Doneux remarks that correspondences of initial /g,io,--;;,,/k/ 
exist among many West Atlantic languages. 9 That kola trade between West 
Atlantic-speaking peoples preceded the arrival of westward-migrating 
Mandinka-speakers is likewise suggested by linguistic evidence. According to 
Doneux, Mandinkas living along the Gambia River and in the area of the former 
Kaabu state employ the words kuru ( indefinite) and kuruo (definite); by 
contrast, the word for kola in the Manding heartland is woro.10 
From the foregoing one may argue that linguistic evidence strongly 
suggests that the word for kola was widespread among West Atlantic languages 
prior to the arrival of Mandinka in the region, and that the latter derived 
their word for kola from West Atlantic-speakers. It follows that the use and 
trade of kola in this area probably antedated the arrival of Mandinka. 
Evidence that westward-expanding Mandinka encountered Banhun traders along the 
upper Gambia River is presented in Part 4; such represents a possibility as to 
where and when Mandinka migrants may have begun using the words kuru and kuruo 
for kola.11 --
What is especially intriguing with reference to the "cover-up" argued in 
this paper is that despite the fact that they did not mention kola in their 
accounts, Portuguese explorers "wrote" kola on the earliest maps -- only their 
informants and interpreters apparently did not provide them with translations 
o:r mention the /gkc-7"k/ correspondences that would have permitted them and 
other Europeans to read the writing. As related in Part 4, Diogo Gomes and 
Alvise Cadamosto, the first explorers to trade in the Gambia and Geba rivers, 
mention nothing in their accounts concerning kola, but they record information 
concerning a Farosangoli ("Kola Ruler") living nine to ten days' travel to the 
south of the Gambia River; and they and subsequent visitors to the Geba and 
Grande rivers record the names Terra Farsangolli .(.,Land of the Kola Ruler") and 
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Gormanssa ( "Kola Mansa") that were subsequently depicted on European maps, 
indisputable proof of a flourishing kola commerce in pre-European times. 
Part 2: Portugese Mariners, Lan~ados, and Grumetes 
The Portuguese seamen who first ventured along the coast of West Africa 
in the fifteenth century were skillful mariners and resourceful traders. Once 
the Sahara Desert was passed by Nuno Trist'ao and Dinis Dias in 1444, the 
reconnaissance of the Senegambia and Upper Guinea Coast proceeded rapidly with 
the sagacious employment of African interpreters and pilots. In 1445, ~lvaro 
Fernandes passed Cape Verde, and during the following year Tristao attained 
the Gambia River and Fernandes advanced past Cape Roxo. 
There were mixed results during the next decade. Commercial relations 
were established along the Senegal River and along the northern coast of 
Senegal, but caravels reconnoitering the coast from the Cape Verde peninsula 
southwards encountered hostile Africans afloat and ashore. Information is 
sparse concerning European expeditions during this period, but a number of men 
and at least one caravel was lost in hostilities with Africans, which warfare 
was made the more daunting to Europeans from the Africans' use of poisoned 
arrows. The pace of reconnaissance and commercial follow-up was checked for a 
decade; not until 1456, did heavily-armed caravels travelling in convoy breach 
the Gambia River which had been reached by Dias ten years previous. 
The year 1456 marks a renewal of impetus in the Portuguese reconnaissance 
of West Africa. Diogo Gomes together with two other caravel commanders 
explored and traded in the Geba and Gambia rivers, and during the same year 
Alvise Cadamosto and two accompanying caravels traded in therGambia River, 
stopped briefly at the mouth of the Casamance River, and continued down the 
coast as far as the, Grande River. In 1460(?) and 1461 or 1462, Pedro de 
Cintra sailed along the coast of Sierra Leone and Liberia, advancing to the 
south of Cape Mesurado. Thus, less than twenty years after the first caravel 
reached the Senegal River, Portuguese mariners had ventured almost the entire 
length of the Senegambia and Upper Guinea Coast, as well as reconnoitering the 
major rivers. The sighting of the Cape Verde archipelago in this period, 
followed by settlement of the islands from the 1460s onwards, provided and 
invaluable advance base for the reconnaissance of the South Atlantic as well 
as trade with the coast of West Africa.12 
The Cape Verde archipelago became linked to West Africa in an economic and 
social nexus. Traders based in the archipelago carried on an increasing 
proportion of Portuguese commerce with the Senegambia and the Upper Guinea 
Coast. And two of the largest islands, Sao Tiago and Fogo, were found to have 
sufficient rainfall to support plantation agriculture, with the consequence 
that large numberrs of captive Africans were brought from West Afric 9 to 
cultivate sugar, cotton, and indigo and herd livestock on these and other 
islands where mountainous terrain or sparse rainfall precluded cultivation. 
Cape Verde-born Lusa-Africans in growing numbers began to settle in West 
Africa, competing with peninsula Portugese similarly engaged in commerce with 
African communities of the Senegambia and Upper Guinea Coast. These lan9ados, 
whether Cape Verdean or Portuguese, accommodated to African "landlord-
stranger" reciprocities ( Portugese lan9ar: "to send out;" or in context, 
se-lan~ar, loosely translated as those who "cast their lot" with African 
societies.) One of the most important privileges accorded "strangers" 
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was that of marrying; African wives 
interpreters of languages and cul tu res 
exchanges. 
were invaluable to langados as 
and as collaborators in commercial 
From the late fifteenth : cen:!:_lJJ'.Y some langados came to be termed 
tan~omaos, a word of uncertain origin which in Portuguese usage connoted 
"au castes" or "renegades," individuals who had forsaken European ways. 
Tangomaos (and langados as well) manifestly found it in their interests to 
integrate their lives with those of Africans, for they participated in 
religious ceremonies, underwent scarification, wore African dress and 
protective amulets, and otherwise adhered to African ways. In so doing, they 
must have greatly improved their opportunities to engage in commerce among 
African societies. 
Langados and their Lusa-African descendents functioned as commercial 
intermediaries and culture-brokers between African societies and visiting Cape 
Verdean, Portuguese, and other European traders. Crucial to the success of 
langados in coastwise and riverine commerce were grumetes, Africans hired from 
seafaring societies such as the Lebou, Papels, and Beafadas to navigate 
trading craft, perform ancillary skilled occupations such as boat-building and 
repair, and serve as compradors at trading establishments.13 
The commercial activities of langados and tangomaos, including 
not-so-clandestine trade with European interlopers, became increasingly_ 
annoying to Portuguese merchants who paid considerable sums for three year, 
trade monopolies along designated parts of the coast of West Africa.14 
During the early years of the sixteenth century Portuguese and Cape Verdean 
langados and tangomaos aggrandized so much trade that there were numerous and 
growing complaints from merchants who had secured royal grants. As a 
consequence, . the monarchy 'prormilgated · decrees restricting langado trade and 
threatening ruthless punishments '··for law-breakers. A royal edict of 1508 
ordered the sequestration of property of langados found living in Sierra 
Leone; "Sierra Leone" in Portuguese usage comprised the coastline of 
modern-day Guinea-Conakry and Sierra Leone, the area, be it noted, that 
supplied kola to the Guinea-Bissau region and the Senegambia.15 
Not surprisingly, there is evidence that traders based on Sao Tiago became 
more secretive and devious in their commerce with West Africa. Christiano 
Jose de Senna Barcellos remarks on a spate of voyages that deviated from 
anticipated trading patterns, allegedly due to navigational errors and other 
problems. One such voyage in the 1510s may have been involved in kola trade 
(and traffic in other commodities): the caravel Santa Cruz departed Sao Tiago 
for the Grande River on a slaving voyage and ended-up in the Cacheu River. 
During this period, the receiver of customs for Sao Tiagobetrayedhis 
responsibilities in various ways, among them removing more than thirty pages 
from the customhouse ledger relating to West African trade, including lists of 
slaves imported during the years 1513-1516, for which he was removed from 
office.16 
In 1514, the Portuguese government 
commercial regulations enacted during the 
conveniently summarized by Walter Rodney; 
decreed for langados. 
promulgated a codification of 
reign of Manuel I. These are 
note the draconian punishment 
It was a capital offence to go to Guinea without a 
licence; it was illegal to send or carry any trade goods 
to Guinea, unless one was an accredited trader; no ship 
bound for a given port was allowed to touch on any other 
point on the coast, except in an emergency; and "no 
person, irrespective of rank or station, should throw 
himself (e.g. se-lan9ar) with Negroes, nor under any 
circumstances, remain with the said Negroes, on pain of 
death 1117 
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Three years later, a decree of December 1517 forbade Cape Verdeans to 
trade along the coast of Sierra Leone, i.e. south of Cape Verga, or to 
purchase slaves from West Africa beyond the labor requirements of the 
Archipelago. Shortly afterwards, Cape Verdean commerce with the Upper Guinea 
Coast was completely outlawed.18 King Jo1fo III continued the policy of his 
father, promulgating decrees regarding the confiscation of lan9ados' property 
in 1539 and 1542.19 ·· 
Royal edicts were generally unenforceable in West Africa and long honored 
in the breach, but the regulations and ferocious punishments long remained in 
the law books, inhibiting anyone from reporting commercial activity that might 
be illegal or construed as such. Moreover, such government decrees served to 
reinforce the usual cautious practice of sensible traders not to report any 
commercial intelligence that might be useful to actual or potential rivals, 
whether Portuguese or foreigners. Thus self-interest and concern for 
government inquiry and prosecution contributed to diminish the quantity and 
quality of record-keeping, and along with royal officials, historians have been 
the poorer as a consequence. 
Sixteenth and Seventeenth Century Coastwise Commerce 
Relatively few documents have survived from Portuguese voyages of 
exploration during the fifteenth century, or from those of trading voyages in 
the two centuries following. Government officials were preoccupied with 
keeping secret the hard-won intelligence gained by explorers, especially 
concerning trade in gold, malaguetta pepper, and other highly-valued 
commodities. And as previously mentioned, Portuguese traders had their own 
good reasons to be secretive concerning their activities. Consequently, 
surviving accounts are frustratingly vague or uninformative on many topics. 
For example, texts now lost incorporated into compendia by Pacheco Pereira 
(1505-1508)20 and Valentim Fernandes (1506-1510)21 record only a modest 
amount of information concerning European and African commodities traded at 
different place in West Africa, and neither explicitly discusses lan9ado or 
African coastwise commerce. 
Traders based in Portugal were no less secretive than those living in the 
Cape Verde Islands of West Africa. Only twenty ship's account books have been 
found dating prior to the mid-sixteenth century concerning voyages to all 
parts of the world, and there is not a single voyage for which a complete set 
of records exists.22 Records for the West African trading voyage of the 
caravel Santiago have been meticulously investigated and annotated by Avelino 
Teixeira da Mota; analysis and discussion of this voyage "sets the stage" for 
examining the sources cited following and in Part 4. As will be evident, for 
all the valuable information contained in the surviving papers, the records of 
the Santiago's voyage may be most noteworthy not for what they record, but for 
what they almost certainly omit -- that is, any reference to trade in kola. 
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The Santiago sailed from Lisbon in January 1526 on an officially sponsored 
trading voyage. It stopped briefly at Sao Tiago in the Cape Verde Islands, 
traded three months at Kaikonkeh ("Anque") at the mouth of the Great Scarcies 
River, traded a month at "Sll.'o Domingos," entrepot for the Banhun . state of 
Buguendo located on a tributary of the Cacheu River, and returned to Lisbon 
via the Cape Verde Islands and the Azores (see Map #2). 
The Santiago traded in the Great Scarcies River From February 20 to May 
15, the very period that kola are harvested and shipped, the Great Scarcies 
being one of the chief rivers for the export of kola on the entire Upper 
Guinea Coast. Yet the Santiago's papers record only that the vessel loaded 
captives, ivory, and rice purchased from lan~ados living in the river, besides 
which, the captain purchased 1,340 iron bars (ferros) which were subsequently 
bartered for captives and ivory at Buguendo/S~o Domingos. Iron bars produced 
by smiths in the Futa Jallon were a staple of West African commerce in the 
sixteenth and early seventeenth century, as illustrated by Teixeira da Mata's 
second map (Map #3). 
The names of a half-dozen lan~ados living in the Great Scarcies River that 
traded with the Santiago are recorded, including one Jurdao Vicente who 
arranged to return to Portugal on the vessel. Vicente came aboard with "all 
his possessions," of which only slaves were recorded in the ship's papers. 
Vicente would have been well informed concerning the value of kola in West 
African commerce and of the profits to be made carrying a cargo of them to 
Buguendo for sale to Banhun traders whose commercial network extended 
northwards connecting the Cacheu, Casamance, and Gambia rivers. In the 
circumstances, it seem as certain as anything can be in the absence of direct 
evidence that the Santiago carried kola to Buguendo and that the captain and 
ship's officers shared in the arrangements, although, not surprisingly, no 
information whatsoever concerning such matters survives in the records of the 
voyage.23 
Ironically and incongruously, it was in the same Great Scarcies River 
thirty-eight years later, in 1564, that an English raider seized an 
Azorian-owned vessel and the documents recording its capture list kola in its 
cargo!24 John Hawkins and other English commerce-raiders captured some 
thirty Portuguese vessels along the coast of Sierra Leone during the 1560s. 
Discussing these depredations, P.E.H. Hair remarks that few of the Portuguese 
shipmasters filing protests recorded that kola comprised part of their lost 
cargoes, and surmises that this was "probably because the English ignored 
boats carrying this local commodity. 1125 A more plausible explanation in 
light of the discussion following is that Portuguese and Lusa-African traders 
instead chose not to attract the attention of Portuguese officials to their 
commerce in kola. 
Teixeira da Mata's map depicting the Santiago's itinerary is doubly 
useful, for it contributes to understanding the climatic factors relevant to 
coastwise navigation along the Upper Guinea Coast in the age of sail. From 
October-November to March-April prevailing winds blow form the northeast; 
these combined with the southward-flowing Canary Current allowed easy passages 
for sailing vessels from Europe to West Africa, allowing a convenient stopover 
at the Cape Verde archipelago for water and fresh provisions as well as an 
opportunity to obtain recent commercial intelligence, before continuing 
southwards along the Senegambia and Upper Guinea Coast with following winds 
and currents. Concomitantly, it was virtually impossible for vessels to sail 
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south-to-north along the Upper Guinea Coast against the prevailing winds and 
current except during the rainy season beginning in April-May when prevailing 
winds blow from the southwest and the flow of the current diminishes 
somewhat. But even during this time of year sailing northwards was a 
difficult and tiresome business with a vessel's passage frequently beset by 
storms and by calms.26 
From the foregoing it is evident that the Santiago's passage from the 
Great Scarcies River to the Cacheu River was feasible only after the beginning 
of the rainy season, and only with considerable difficulty and some degree of 
danger for the vessel and crew. One may speculate that there were extended 
discussions and negotiations before the captain was induced to tarry so long 
at Kaikonkeh and undertake the difficult passage northwards. Whatever the 
discussions, the reasons recorded for the decision not to try other places of 
trade lying within easy sail to the southwards were that the area was a "wild" 
(danada) country and that there was too much competition from other vessels. 
The difficulty of sailing between the Great Scarcies and Cacheu rivers is 
evident from the fact that it took the Santiago over a month (May 15-June 17), 
as compared to only twelve days on the southward passage from the Cape Verde 
Islands to the Great Scarcies River, almost three times the distance.27 
Previously asserted was the statement that the Santiago's accounts are as 
important to historians for what they do not record as for what they do. The 
foregoing contends that it is virtually certain that the Santiago carried kola 
between the Great Scarcies River and Buguendo/~o Domingos. To register an 
additional point: the Santiago's accounts record a commodity that is not 
mentioned in the Portuguese sources discussed following, e.g. iron bars, one 
thousand, three hundred and forty of which the Santiago carried northwards for 
trade at sa'o Domingos. 
The earliest Portuguese account concerning coastwise kola trade dates to 
the beginning of the joint Spanish-Portuguese monarchy (1580-1640). In 
January 1582, Francisco de Andrade, Sargento-Mor of S~o Tiago, sent a report 
concerning West African commerce to King Philip of Spain and Portugal 
following a visit to the Cacheu River where he would have had the opportunity 
to meet many knowledgable traders. Andrade specifies ten places along the 
coast where lanc;:ados resided and carried on trade with Africans and visiting 
vessels. The two southernmost locales were the Nunez River and Sierra Leone. 
Concerning the latter, Andrade relates that in the "rios de Serra Leoa" are 
obtained "many slaves, wax, ivory, and a quantity of gold, and a fruit like a 
chestnut called cola, ... which is carried all over Guinea, chiefly in the 
Gambia River where it is the principal commodity traded." With respect to 
Nunez trade, Andrade relates that indigo dye obtained there was sold in the 
"rio de San Domingos," i.e. the Banhun state of Buguendo. 
It should be noted that Andrade does not mention iron bars, which figure 
so prominently in the Santiago's voyage as an item of coast wise commerce. 
However, in a passage concerning commerce in the Cacheu River, he states that 
large numbers of iron bars were sold, "which no one can trade without Your 
Majesty's license," Andrade by this deft assertion leaving his monarch to 
presume that all the iron bars traded are brought from his realm. Andrade' s 
enumeration of lanc;:ado settlements in West Africa is remarkable, for Almada 
and Donelha dicussed following make no mention of where lanc;:ados live along 
the coast. 29 
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The next account mentioning kola was that of Andre Alvares d 'Almada. 
Almada was a S~o Tiago-born Lusa-African who went to Lisbon in 1580 to advise 
the government concerning West African commerce and colonization of the Sierra 
Leone area. While in Portugal, Almada compiled "A Short Treatise Concerning 
the Rivers of Guinea and Cape Verde," the first extensive account of Portu-
guese commerce with the Senegamiba and Upper Guinea Coast.30 
Almada' s treatise, completed in 1594, incorporates personal experiences 
dating from the 1570's combined with additional information Almada acquired up 
to the time the manuscript was finished. What is most notable with respect to 
the subject of the paper is Almada' s "compartmentalized" discussion of kola: 
on the one hand, he emphasizes the premier importance of kola in Gambia River 
commerce; on the other, he is reticent concerning participants in kola trade 
on the Upper Guinea Coast, and he provides no information of any consequence 
concerning where kola trees grow or how kola was obtained and transported 
along the coast. 
Almada lists the commodities traded by lan~ados in the upper Gambia River, 
the principal one being wine, followed by horses, Indian cottons, Venetian 
beads, etc., but the commodity "most highly prized is cola, a fruit which 
comes from Sierra Leone and its borders; it is so highly esteemed in this 
river that all products are exchanged for it, whether foodstuffs, 
wearing-apparel, slaves, and gold." He also reports that kola is the 
principal commodity traded by Beafadas to Mandinkas along the upper Geba River 
(see Part 4 following). Yet, for all the importance he attributes to kola's 
value including mention of unsuccessful attempts by lan~ados to grow kola 
trees along the Cacheu and Grande rivers, when he comes to describe the Sierra 
Leone area Almada supplies no specific information whatsoever concerning 
coastwise kola trade.31 
Almada's description of the Upper Guinea Coast south of the Grande River 
stands in sharp contrast to his ordered, detailed, and well-informed passages 
covering the Senegambia and Guinea-Bissau region. The reader is confronted 
with a profusion of generalities and a confusing jumble of rivers and place 
names yet to be sorted out and identified by scholars and with little 
information of any value concerning the productions and commerce of the area. 
This is in contrast to many details provided by Almada concerning African 
societies, including a long disquisition concerning the Manes invasion. Kola 
is mentioned only in passing, listed along with sugar cane, cotton, malaguetta 
pepper, bananas, orange trees, rice, and other productions of the area, with 
no editorial reminder that kola is the fruit identified earlier in the 
treatise as the most valuable commodity traded in the Gambia River. Likewise, 
Al.mada makes no mention of coastwise commerce, whether kola, iron bars, or 
other commodities. The closest Almada comes to such a discussion is with 
reference to indigo dye being available in the Nunez River, mentioning that 
lan~ados and Africans ("as nossos e as negros da terra") purchased the dye for 
trade in various rivers (named and unnamed) to the southwards.32 
Almada' s passing reference to malaguetta pepper (Aframomum melegueta) is 
noteworthy, for it was the West African sylvan product most avidly sought by 
the Portuguese. Europeans had obtained malaguetta pepper at considerable 
expense from North Africa via trans-Sahara trade routes prior to the 
Portuguese voyages of reconnaissance along the coast of West Africa.33 Not 
surprisingly, in 1456, Diogo Gomes, the first Portuguese mariner to enter the 
Geba River, recorded his satisfaction when African traders in the upper river 
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offered the prized spice for sale.34 The year previous, Ant6nio Usodimare, 
an Italian navigator who accompanied Cadamosto to the Gambia River, reported 
malaguetta pepper and gold available in the Gambia, probably referring to 
contacts with the Mandinka state of Niumi at the mouth of the river on the 
north bank.35 
Malaguetta pepper, like kola, grows in the forest belt extending 
southeastwards from the southern part of Guinea-Conakry. The implications of 
its being offered for sale in the Geba and Gambia rivers with respect to 
pre-Portuguese times are discussed ih Part 4 but two points may be made here. 
One is that Portuguese mariners rapidly pressed southwards to obtain 
malaguetta pepper direct from the highly productive forests of Liberia, which 
coast came to be known as the "Grain Coast" from its being the source of 
"Grains of Paradise," as malaguetta was termed.36 The second point is that 
while commerce in malaguetta pepper from Liberia to Europe is extensively 
reported in Portuguese sources it "disappears" from mention in Portuguese 
sources for the Upper Guinea Coast -- just as iron bars did following mention 
in the Santiago's accounts as an i tern of coast wise commerce, or as kola had 
failed to be recorded at all. Clearly, commodities not recorded in Portuguese 
sources must be accorded special attention by scholars!37 
The same characteristic of informed reporting on the northern part of the 
Upper Guinea Coast and Gambia River, and surprising lacunae for the 
Guinea-Conakry and Sierra Leone area is found in the account compiled by 
another Lusa-African, Andr~ Donelha. Donelha seems to have spent his 
childhood on sto Tiago, and probably was born there. He travelled on the : 
Upper Guinea Coast and in the Gambia River in the 1570s and 1580s, and ' 
evidently began writing his "Account of Sierra Leone and the Rivers of Guinea ' 
of Cape Verde" in the 1590s using notes he made of his experiences. Additional 
and more recent information was incorporated in the manuscript up to the time· 
of its completion in 1625.38 
Donelha confirms Almada's assertions concerning the importance of kola for, 
Upper Guinea Coast and Gambia River trade. He goes beyond Almada's account in 
reporting that lan~ados obtained kola in the Grande River for trade in the 
Gambia River and purchased kola and indigo dye in the Nunez River for sale at 
S~o Domingos, the entrep8t for Buguendo. (Note that Andrade had related that 
indigo dye was carried from the Nunez River to S§'o Domingos, but stated 
nothing concerning kola; see above, 29.) Donelha, however, does not state 
from whom kola was obtained in either the Grande or Nunez rivers.39 One may 
speculate from the foregoing that there may have been two separate lan~ado 
groups operating; one dealing with the Beafada-Mandinka network, the other · 
with the Banhun network. Such a supposition is strengthened by information 
recorded by Father Bal tasar Barreira related in Part ·4 in the discussion of these 
networks. .. 
Like Almada, Donelha supplies much information concerning African 
societies living along the Upper Guinea Coast, and surpasses the former in 
providing many details concerning the flora and fauna of the coastal regions 
of Guinea-Conakry and Sierra Leone, including information on kola trees and 
(confusing) references to different types of pepper. But Donelha provides no 
information concerning coast wise commerce, in kola, pepper, or any other 
commodity. And if Donel ha displays considerable knowledge concerning plants 
and. animals, his geographic exposition (except for the Sierra Leone peninsula) 
isas ___ vague and frustrating as that of Almada' s. 40 
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It is indeed striking that both Almada and Oonelha display similar 
ignorance and confusion concerning the geographical features of the Upper 
Guinea Coast south of the Nunez River, this in contrast to their clear and 
informed presentations for areas to the northward. Another characteristic 
shared by both authors is that neither mentions a single lanc;ado by name 
living or trading anywhere in West Africa, nor do they discuss the activities 
of any traders, Africans or lanc;ados, living south of the Nunez River. One 
supposes that Almada and Oonelha might have listed every lanc;ado settlement on 
the coast and named most or all of the individuals, not to mention providing a 
highly informed discussion of African-lanc;ado relationships. One wonders, for 
example, what became of the descendants and successors of the lanc;ados living 
in the Great Scarcies River that traded with the Santiago in 1526 -- had they 
vanished together with the iron bars (and kola) that they supplied? The 
closest that either come to mentioning lanc;ados trading south of the Nunez 
River is Almada' s cryptic reference that "in former times" (antigamente) the 
poorest of the Cape Verdeans got their start as traders along the southern 
coast of Sierra Leone (the Sherbro area) where African commodities could be 
obtained at the cheapest exchanges.41 
That two men otherwise so well informed should experience "amnesia" 
concerning the same subjects defies credibility. The only tenable explanation 
is that there was a conspiracy of silence among lanc;ados, Portuguese and 
Lusa-Africans, and that Almada and Oonelha "kept the faith" by reporting 
nothing concerning the matters discussed above. For lanc;ados threatened with 
the legal processes and draconian punishments discussed in Part 2, the 
foregoing constituted vital professional secrets. One may suppose that 
informed rumors concerning these matters circulated among the seafaring 
communities at Lisbon and other Iberian ports, but that little information 
reached official circles. Mariners would have been strongly disinclined to 
expose the activities of their fellows, for they held little sense of 
responsibility towards officials and nobles who despised their profession. 
Charles Boxer has commented on the surprising and deeply-rooted prejudices 
that Iberian landsmen held towards seafarers: "Sailors were commonly regarded 
as the lowest form of the working class, ranking beneath sapateiros 
(cobblers), and often coupled in royal edicts with mestic;os, mulattos, or even 
slaves." On overseas voyages Portuguese and Spanish nobles arrogated command 
of vessels from shipmasters, whatever their qualifications and experience. 
Subjected to such humiliations and denigration, mariners could be expected to 
protect each other's interests from official inquiries.42 
The "cover-up" long continued. The Englishman Richard Jobson quickly 
recognized the importance of kola when he visited the Gambia River in 1623, as 
evidenced by the quotation at the beginning of this paper. Jobson made 
inquiries among Africans and Lusa-Africans concerning the provenance and trade 
of kola, but to no avail. He was put off by vague replies, learning only that 
Mandinka living along the upper Gambia obtained kola from "another people" and 
that Lusa-Africans allegedly acquired kola "by a trade they have in a great 
baye, beyond Cacho, where they meete with a people, that brings them gold, and 
many of these nuts. 1143 This "golden countrey" preoccupied Jobson, as the 
title of his book shows, and it did no harm to Lusa-African interests that he 
and other potential commercial rivals may have believed that a mythic land was 
the source of kola. 
It was outsiders, not lanc;ados or Lusa-Africans residing along the Upper 
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Guinea Coast, that revealed the organization of coastwise commerce, including 
that in kola. Jesuit missionaries serving in West Africa in the early 1600s 
included matter-of-fact information of all sorts in letters to their 
supervisors. Thus Padre Balthasar Barreira wrote from the Sierra Leone 
estuary on March 5, 1607 concerning receipt of delayed correspondence that the 
letter "came first to Cape Verde Island [S'a'o Tiago], and then to Cacheo or Rio 
Grande, from which places ships only come to Serra Lyoa in January, in order 
to obtain cola which at that season is gathered."44 
In 1605 and 1606 Padre Barreira sent Jesuit authorities in Rome accounts 
of West Africa from the Senegal River to Sierra Leone, plus the Cape Verde 
Islands. Barreira relates that there was extensive trade in the Geba River, 
principally in kola, which he describes as "a fruit like a chestnut, which 
serves as the main currency, and by means of which much selling is done." 
Moreover, Barreira identifies the names of the rivers opposite the Iles de Los 
where kola was obtained, stating that vessels "from Cacheu and Digola [on the 
upper Geba River] come to these rivers in order to load cola, which they carry 
(back) to Cacheu, Digola, and Gambia, from which places they bring cloths to 
these kingdoms and ports. n45 Part 4 discusses kola trade in the Cacheu, 
Geba, and Gambia rivers. 
Missionaries might be forthcoming concerning the coastwise commerce in 
kola, but traders continued to be extremely circumspect in their writings. 
When Bartolomeu Andre, who had a residence along the Sierra Leone estuary the 
same time Padre Barreira lived there, wrote the king of Portugal on February 
2D, 1606, he began his communication: "Sir, I have not previously informed you 
of what I am doing here, since none of us who came to these parts were 
intending to stay permanently here." P.E;.H. Hair comments: 
A necessary disclaimer. Laws of the early sixteenth century had forbidden 
Portuguese from the Cape Verde Islands to reside in Sierra Leone or even 
to trade there. But at least as early as the 1560s, Portuguese were not 
only trading but residing there, if not' permanently' at least for long 
periods, in some cases up to twenty years. . . . Though the laws seemed to 
have fallen into desuetude by the early seventeenth century, Andref plays 
safe by quibbling that he and his compatriots had not intended· to stay 
permanently. '46 · 
All that Andrff volunteered concerning the kola trade was the following 
passage, which is notable for the paucity of details: 
The trees from which is gathered all the cola the Portuguese carry 
Northwards grow only in this Serra and in the neighbouring lands, and not 
in any other part of Guinea. Each year seven or more ships come here 
because of the excellent profit in this trade, since the fruit is very 
highly prized by the Mandinkas and other nations.47 
In 1607, th~ grpwing devastation caused by Bijago raids along the Grande 
River discussed'in Part 5 prompted a joint langado-Jesuit effort to obtain 
military assistance ·from· Philip .. II., ,:ul_§'r of Spain and Portugal. Lancados 
were suffering heavy losses aklngyviththeir '.Beafada trading associates, an~ the 
Jesuit missionary Padre Pedro Fernandez attempted to take advantage of the 
situation by persuading Beafada rulers that their conversion to Christianity 
would improve the chances of obtaining assistance from Philip. The 
communication sent by the trader Sebastiao Fernandez ca1ao is _remarkable for · 
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its extraordinary statements concerning Moroccan and Turkish consumption of 
kola. To what extent Ca~~o•s assertions are well founded is unknown; it seems 
evident that Ca~ao' s disquisition on kola was intended to attract Philip's 
attention by highlighting tangible earthly rewards for providing timely 
assistance to his subjects in West Africa and to potential fellow Christians. 
[Kola] is a fruit so highly esteemed by all the Moors of 
Constantinople and Morocco that it is traded overland [across the 
Sahara] and is worth a great deal of money among them. Moors amd 
Turks place such reliance on this fruit that when they go to war 
they eat powder made of it, since it cannot be obtained fresh, and 
when consumed gives them such courage that they believe they cannot 
be harmed. And there are many here who after exchanging morning 
greetings say, if you have eaten kola breathe on me so that I won't 
take sick today. This being the case, it occurs to me that Your 
Majesty might inform the North African ambassadors that you could 
dispatch two vessels to North Africa each year loaded with this 
fruit for the ransom of prisoners, which would make it much cheaper 
and easier to redeem them, as it would not be necessary to use gold 
or silver for this purpose.48 
Such exaggerated claims, especially the reference to gold and silver, must 
have intrigued Philip and his courtiers. It would be interesting to know 
whether Philip made inquiries o_r instituted diplomatic overtures to the ruler 
of Morocco; likewise, where Ca~:;10 obtained his information -- whether in West 
Africa or the Mediterranean world, or both areas. It is noteworthy that Ca~ao 
offered no personal testimony concerning kola's attributes, and one may wonder 
what physiological experiences Philip and his courtiers may have experienced 
sampling kola. With respect to the objective of the communication, no 
assistance of consequence was sent to the hard-pressed Beafadas who continued 
to suffer depredations from Bijago raiders. 
Traders and rulers of rival European states eventually learned about lan-
~ado coastwise trade in kola and other commodities. Dutch mariners became 
well informed by the early 1600s, as is evident from remarks published by 
Dierick Ruiters in 1623. Rui ters' s account shows how comprehensive the Cape 
Verdean commercial network had become, extending from Senegal to Sierra Leone 
and involving exchanges of several African commodities. Note in the quotation 
following that Cape Verdean seamen followed a sensible and practical sailing 
route: from Sierra Leone they could swing out into the Atlantic for a 
relatively easy passage to Senegal, afterwards continuing down the coast to 
the Cacheu River utilizing the north-to-south winds and currents. 
The trade we called "coastal" is mostly undertaken, in small ships, 
pinnaces and launches, by Portuguese who live on Santiago Island. 
First they load these with salt, which they conveniently obtain for 
nothing on the islands of Maio and Sal [in the Cape Verde Islands] 
and they sail to Serra-Lioa with the salt and trade it for gold, 
ivory and kola. Then from Serra-Lioa they sail again to Joala and 
Porto d'Ale [in Senegal], where they trade a portion of the kola 
for cotton cloths. They also sometimes trade ivory obtained in 
Serra-Lioa for Cape Verde cloths (so called because many are made 
at Cape Verde). From there they sail again east to Cachoo. where 
they trade the rest of their kola and their remaining goods for 
slaves. They acquire fifty to sixty slaves in exchange for the 
goods they have obtained by trade along the coast, and each slave 
is worth to them 150 reals, or pieces-of-eight. So they make 
9,000-10,000 reals out of nothing, in a matter of speaking.49 
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Reference to coastal trading voyages for kola by larn;;ados established at 
Geba on the upper Geba River is found in Francisco Pirez de Carvalho's roteiro 
completed in 1635, part of which is translated by Hair. 50 And considerable 
information concerning coastwise commerce is found in Francisco de Lemos 
Coelho's manuscript (1669), but by then knowledge concerning these matters was 
widespread; the commercial secrets that lanr;;ados had guarded for more than a 
century were broadcast in Portugal and among the trading communities in other 
European countries. 51 Their principal secret, the kola trade, has recently 
been quantified by Philip Curtin: Curtin calculates from Coelho' s account 
that in the middle of the seventeenth century as much as 225 metric tons of 
kola were annually transported northwards in coastwise commerce.52 
Part 4: Pre-European African Trade Networks 
One sigr,ii ficant consequence of the lanr;;ados' "conspiracy of silence" is 
that not only was so little reported concerning coastwise commerce, but that 
information~· concerning African economic, political, social, and cultural 
matters went unreported as well. How much more scholars might know today had 
circumstances been different and lanr;;ados and Lusa-Africans been encouraged to 
record what they did and observed, rather than otherwise! This section draws 
on the findings of the previous sections with the objective of trying to 
reconstruct pre-European trading patterns for the Upper Guinea Coast and 
Senegambia. 
To provide an overview at the outset, coastwise commerce in kola and other 
commodities in pre-Portuguese times would seem to be the principal stimulus 
contibuting to the development of two trade diasporas: a Banhun commercial 
network connecting the lower Cacheu River with the Casamance River, 
Songrougrou River, Vintang Creek,and the Gambia River; and a parallel Mandinka 
network to the eastwards that linked the Grande, Corubal, upper Geba, upper 
Cacheu, and upper Casamance rivers with the middle and upper reaches of the 
Gambia River and the upper Niger River (see Map #5). The Banhun and Mandinka 
trade diasporas were linked with the commercial network of the Beafada (or 
Seafare) people, whose trading craft supplied kola, malaguetta pepper, indigo 
dye, and other products of the forest areas of the Upper Guinea Coast. While 
for convenience's sake, trade routes will be identified as "Mandinka," 
"Banhun," and "Beafada," they were not exclusively so; but to what extent 
other trading groups were involved remains to be studied. 
The Mandinka Network The main lines of Mandinka commercial expansion and 
state-building in the Senegambia have been delineated by scholars. Beginning 
perhaps as early as the eleventh or twelfth century, Mandinka traders 
travelled westwards to the Gambia River from the Manding homeland along the 
upper Niger River. Mandinka military leaders followed after the rise of the 
Mali Empire in the thirteenth century, founding states along both banks of the. 
GambiaRiver.53 Mandinka states established along the north bank of the 
Gambia were to prove exceptionally stable and long-lasting. These were, from 
east to west: Wuli/Uli; Niani/Ani; Baddibu/Badibd'; and Niumi (see Map 4t5). 
The more numerous states founded along the south bank of the Gambia River and 
lands extending to the southwards were less stable in their boundaries and 
political relationships, and most were eventually incorporated into the Kaabu 
state. The principal states along the south bank of the Gambia included, east 
to west: Kantora/Cant6r:f; Jimara; Jarra; Kiang; and Kombo/cembd' (see Map #5). 
If the historical developments attending Mandinka trade and settlement 
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along the Gambia River is reasonably well established, the same is not the 
case for Mandinka penetration of the Guinea-Bissau region. As discussed 
following, Beafada coastal trade in kola, malaguetta pepper, indigo, and other 
commodities must be accounted the principal stimulus for the southwards 
expansion of Mandinka traders and state-builders. In times and sequences yet 
to be determined, Mandinka traders extended their commercial networks to link 
the upper Casamance, Cacheu, and Geba rivers; and Mandinka leaders founded the 
states of Casa along the upper Casamance River, Birassu/Bra~o along the upper 
Cacheu River, and Badour along the upper Geba River (see Map #5). All three 
states eventually became incorporated into the expanding Mandinka state of 
Kaabu/Cabo, which eventually included several dozen Mandinka-ruled "provinces" 
in the territory between the Gambia River and Futa Jallon. 
First European reports concerning the Casa and Badour states were 
collected by Diogo Gomes and Al vise Cadamosto when they traded in the Gambia 
River in 1456. Gomes established commercial relations with a ruler along the 
south bank of the Gambia named Frangazick who described himself as a "nephew" 
of a great ruler named Farisangul. Cadamosto afterwards learned that 
Farosangoli lived nine or ten days' journey towards the south-south-east and 
was subject to the ruler of the Mali state.54 
Applying the initial /g/..?-7/k/ correspondence for West Atlantic languages 
discussed in Part 1, Farisangul or Farosangoli emerges as Farim Koli, or "Kola 
Ruler;" farim represents faring mansa, "client ruler." Nine to ten days' 
journey to the south-south-east cannot be reckoned precisely, but a distance 
of two hundred kilometers is not unreasonable, which would reach the upper 
Geba River. Teixeira da Mota notes that an Italian map dating to ca. 1468 
twice records tha name Terra Farsangalli along the Geba River, once near the 
Mansoa River and Bissau, and again to the eastwards where the upper Grande 
River is depicted. 
By contrast, Terra Farsangalli is not found on contemporaneous Portuguese 
maps; instead, Gormanssa (ca. 1471), Gormanso (ca. 1486), Gormansso (1502), 
Gromansa (ca. 1504), etc., appear in its place. Moreover, Valentim Fernandes' 
compendium (1506-1510) relates that an African ruler along the Geba River is 
titled Gromansa. Gromansa, Gormanssa, etc., are variants of Guro- or Goro-
mansa, with the initial /gb-'7""k/ correspondence giving Kuro=iiiansa; and as 
noted in Part 1, Mandinkas of the western Sengambia and Upper Guinea Coast 
(area of the former state of Kaabu) employ the words kuru (indefinite) and 
Kuruo (definite) for kola.55 --
The value of maps as sources of historical information is the more evident 
when it is noted that the first Portuguese mariner to enter the Geba River, 
Diogo Gomes in 1456, did not mention kola, Gormanssa, Terra Farsangalli, or 
any of their variants in his account. As related in Part 3, Gomes recorded 
that he was offered malaguetta pepper, and was also shown silk and cotton 
cloth by African traders whom he titled Mouros. Malaguetta pepper and silk 
cloth provide irrefutable evidence that the upper Geba River was commercially 
linked with the coastal forests of southern Guinea-Conakry and linked, too, 
with trans-Saharan trade routes via Mandinka trading networks. If Gomes did 
not record that African traders also offered kola, as they may have, it is 
obvious that he reported only what he considered of principal interest in his 
account dictated decades afterwards. Fortunately, he or someone else 
accompanying the expedition collected information concerning Gormanssa that 
came to be recorded on Portuguese maps depicting the area.56 
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Teixeira da Mota has identified the Mauras with whom Gomes traded as 
Mandinka and "Mandinguized" Beafadas, inhabitants of Badour, or Degola as the 
Beafadas termed it, an area with a mixed population of Mandinkas and Beafadas 
along the upper Geba River. Degola (or Degoula) was also the Beafada name for 
the upper Geba River, while Badour ( today Badora) was the name of the state 
founded by incoming Mandinkas. Almada, the earliest Portuguese source to 
record the name Degola, learned that there was extensive kola trade between 
Beafadas and Mandinka, but evidently was not informed that gala equals kola 
(initial / gA"➔/k/ correspondence) . 57 
Duarte Pacheco Pereira and Valentim Fernandes include valuable information 
confirming the foregoing relationships. Pereira relates that the inhabitants 
of the Rio Grande "are Guoguliis and Beafares and are subjects of the King of 
the Mandinguas." Pereira also mentions Guoguliis along the "Rio Buba," i.e. 
the eastern extension of the Grande River, and along the coast south of the 
Grande River. Guoguliis are yet to be identified; see the Beafada section 
following. 58 
Discussing the coast south of the Grande River, Pereira relates that much 
gold was offered at a fair at a (unidentified) place called Famenda. Pereira 
comments: 
In all this country along the coast there is a certain amount of gold, for 
which we barter bloodstones, yellow and green beads, tin, linen, brass 
bracelets, red cloth and basins such as barbers use, and we obtain many 
slaves here in exchange for such merchandize.59 
Fernandes relates that besides gold, slaves, and ivory (including worked 
ivory) there was much iron available along the coast south of the Grande 
River, though he characterized it as inferior in quality to that brought from 
Sierra Leone. 60 Fernandes' and Pereira' s references to coast wise commerce 
will be further discussed with reference to Beafada trade. 
To return to Frangazick, the ruler with whom Gomes traded along the south 
bank of the Gambia River, the most likely derivation is Farim Cassiqu~, from 
which Portuguese derived the names Casa for the state and' casanga for the 
people. Cadamosto also obtained information concerning the Casa ruler in 
1456. After trading in the Gambia River, Cadamosto and the two caravels 
accompanying him sailed southwards along the coast and anchored off the mouth 
of the Casamance River. Interpreters sent ashore reported that it was the 
river of Casa Mansa, so named for the ruler who lived upriver, whose name 
Cadamosto recorded as Cassamansa. Learning that the ruler was absent making 
war, Cadamosto continued southwards along the coast as far as the Geba-Grande 
area. 61 
Valentim Fernandes' compendium of 1506-1510 relates that the ruler of the 
Casa state was a Mandinka and that there was a mixed population of Mandinkas, 
Diola, Balantas, and other societies.62 Almada and subsequent sources 
provide additional information confirming that Mandinka had conquered the 
eastern extension of the Banhun trade diaspora along the upper Casamance River 
(see following). 
The Mandinka-ruled state of Birassu (Birassou; Brassou; Braga) is first 
mentioned in Valentim Fernandes' compendium of 1506-1510. Fernandes relates 
that Portuguese vessels traded horses at the head of navigation of the Cacheu 
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River with a ruler named Farinbra 1o who was a Mandinka, as were his 
subjects.63 Curiously, there is no further information in Portuguese 
sources concerning trade with Birassu for some hundred years following 
Fernandes' account, which anomaly is discussed in the context of langado 
commerce in Part 5. 
The contributions of Almada and Donelha are especially valuable concerning 
Mandinka trade routes. Almada successively visited the Gambia, Cacheu, Geba, 
and Grande rivers in the course of a trading voyage in 1570, and as related in 
· ?art 3drewon: subsequent reports up to the time he completed his manuscript in. 
1594. Donelha traded in the Grande River in 1574 and 1581, visited the Gambia: 
and Cacheu rivers in 1585, and added information to his manuscript until its: 
completion in 1625. 
Drawing together and ordering discrete pieces of information scattered in 
Almada's and Donelha's accounts the following pattern emerges. The principal 
Beafada state was Guinala, located between the upper Grande River and the 
Corubal River. According to Almada, Guinala's weekly market was the most 
renowned of the Upper Guinea Coast and Senegambia, attended by thousands of 
pe;;rle to exchange every sort of commodity. Guinala' s ruler was tributary 
(dao ~ obedi~ncia) to the ruler of the Mandinka state of Kaabu, whose 
territory extended northwards to the Gambia River. Numerous Mandinka traders, 
including bixir!is (Muslim preachers, or marabouts in contemporary West 
African usage) frequented Guinala and had much influence on its ruler. The 
most valuable commerce between the Beafadas of Guinala and the Mandinkas was 
kola, traded in exchange for black and white cotton cloth and captives, which 
latter were sought by langados. The principal market for kola was 
Degola/Badour on the upper Geba River. 65 Doubtless many artisanal 
manufactures, foodstuffs, and condiments were carried along the Mandinka 
network for greater or lesser distances, for which langados had little 
interest and hence recorded nothing concerning them. 
The Mandinka ruler of Badour ruled over a mixed population of Mandinkas 
and Beafadas, and like the Beafada ruler of Guinala was a tributary of the 
ruler of Kaabu. 66 Until a short time before Almada' s visit (1570), the 
trade of the upper Geba River had been monopolized by Beafadas in large 
almadias, dugout craft capable of transporting dozens of people, cattle, and 
otner cargo, but langados had recently learned to navigate the dangerous tidal 
bore of the river in small caravels. Moreover, Almada reports that the Papel 
ruler of Ilha de Bissau was fostering friendly relations with langados.67 
Neither Almada nor Donelha visited the upper Cacheu River, and hence 
contribute no first-hand information concerning Birassu. With respect to the 
Casa state, Almada visited Mansa Tamba at his capital at Brikama along the 
middle Casamance River. Almada relates that he too, like the ruler of Badour 
and the Beafada ruler of Guinala, was subordinate to (d~ obedi~ncia) the ruler 
of Kaabu. 68 The ruler of Kaabu was, for his part, subordinate to the ruler 
of Wuli, the easternmost Mandinka state on the north bank of the upper Gambia 
River.69 Wuli was the nexus of trade routes that extended eastwards to the 
heartland of the Manding world and northeastwards towards the upper Senegal 
River along a Serahuli trade diaspora.70 
Mandinka traditions relate that the core area of Kaabu territory consisted 
of the three Mandinka-ruled states of Jimara (along the south bank of the 
Gambia River) and, further to the south, Sama and Pachana. Kaabu's mansas 
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were selected from the eldest representatives of the Sane and Mane families 
ruling these states. These elites were known as n~anchos, famed as warriors 
and rulers and believed to be part spirit and partuman, descendants through 
the female line of a mysterious Banhun (?) w9man reputed to possess fabulous 
powers. At its height, Kaabu extended from' Kantora, the last Mandinka state 
along the south bank of the upper Gambia River, westwards to Kiang bounded on 
the west by Vintang Creek, southwards to the head of navigation of the 
Casamance, Cacheu, Geba, and Corubal rivers, thence eastwards skirting the 
Futa Jallon highlands.71 
Mandinka commercial expansion and state-building extended southwards from 
the Manding heartland to other areas of the Upper Guinea Coast. Portuguese 
sources refer to a Farim Cocali who ruled over the Nalu people of the upper 
Corubal River and neighboring Landumans (see discussion of Cocali/Kokali in 
the section on Beafadas following); Farim Caputa who ruled over Bagas and 
Landumans along the upper Nunez and Pongo rivers; and a Farim Concho who ruled 
over Susu and other groups in the hinterland of modern-day Sierra Leone. All 
three states were reputed to have extensive trade in gold, iron, wax, ivory, 
cloth, and livestock; likely, too, they carried on commerce in kola, indigo 
dye, and other commodities traded by the peoples of the Upper Guinea 
Coast. 72 Information is sparse concerning these states, and except perhaps 
for Farim Cocali, none seems to have been subordinate to the Kaabu state. All 
ceased to exist by the eighteenth century, probably by the latter decades of 
the seventeenth century (allowing for the time-lag of reporting in European 
sources). 
To summarize and elucidate the foregoing: first, Mandinka traders 
travelling southwards from the Gambia River developed a trade route connectfng 
with Beafada territory in the upper Geba-Corubal-Grande area at a yet-to-be 
established time prior to the arrival of Portuguese mariners in West Africa. 
The chief objective of the Mandinka traders was kola and, one may speculate, 
such other commodities as malaguetta pepper, indigo dye, iron bars, and salt, 
all supplied by coastwise commerce. 
Second, Mandinka warriors and rulers followed Mandinka traders and 
consolidated their pioneering enterprise by conquest of local populations and 
state-building, a pattern similar to what is known to have occurred along the 
Gambia River (see following). These states included Badour, Birassu, and the 
Casa state, and perhaps other Mandinka states not recorded in Portuguese 
sources. Kaaba's expansion southwards from the Gambia River to the upper 
Geba, Corubal, and upper Grande rivers represents the consolidation and 
political control of a Mandinka trade diaspora stimulated principally by the 
demand for kola in interior markets. The coming of European traders with 
their insatiable demands for slaves stimulated Mandinka raiding for captives 
in ever-widening areas, thereby contributing to Kaabu expansion and control 
over the territory in the hinterland between the Gambia River and Futa Jallon. 
When Kaabu consolidated its hold on the upper Casamance, upper Geba, and 
Corubal-upper Grande area is not known, but Almada and Donelha may provide an 
important clue. During his trade along the Gambia River in 1570 Almada was 
informed that a large group of Fulas accompanied by many livestock had crossed 
the upper river and marauded southwards through territory inhabited by 
Mandinkas, Casangas, Banhuns, and Papels until they were decisively defeated 
by the Beafadas of Guinala some eighty to ninety years previous, f.e. between 
ca. 1480 and 1490. 73 Donelha relates that he learned much the same account 
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from his father, other old men, and many old Fulas living on Sao Tiago. Their 
accounts dated the beginning of the Fula perigrinations to ca. 1460 or a few 
years before, led by a ruler named Oulo Demba. When Oonelha visited Guinala 
in 1581, he was shown the "much decayed" bones of the vanquished Fula at the 
battle site not far distant from Bruco, residence of the Beafada ruler.74 
Where the Fulas crossed the upper Gambia River is uncertain, but it would 
seem from Almada's and Oonelha's accounts that afterwards they may have 
(sensibly) followed along a trade route(s) connecting the upper Gambia and 
Guinala, pillaging as they went. One may speculate, too, than an enterprising 
ruler of Kaabu took advantage of the disorder caused by the Fulas' 
depredations to dispatch his forces to follow in their wake and establish 
Kaabu's control over the territory. 
Third, in addition to trading with the Beafadas of Guinala, lanGados had 
by 1570 learned to navigate the daunting upper Geba River, presaging the 
founding of the settlement of Geba at the head of navigation for sailing craft 
and the opening of direct commerce with Mandinka traders without Beafada 
intermediaries. Once established at Geba, lanGados undertook trading voyages 
to the kola- and malaguetta-producing areas of the Upper Guinea Coast. These 
voyages are attested by Padre Balthasar Barreira (1606) and by Francisco Pirez 
de Carvalho (1635) cited in (3). Neither Barreira nor Carvalho mentions 
anything concerning grumetes accompanying (and guiding?) lanGados on these 
voyages, but it seems highly probable that Beafadas living along the upper 
Geba River were associated with this commerce for Almada relates that lanGados 
employed many Beafadas as grumetes for riverine commerce and for voyages to 
~o Tiago. 75 Inasmuch as Beafadas had hitherto monopolized the navigation 
of the upper Geba River in their almadias their cooperation would have been 
essential to lanGados, for they could blockade the narrow river channel 
whenever they wished -- as indeed they did whenever it served their purposes 
until the imposition of Portuguese rule at the close of the nineteenth century. 
Fourth, the Papels of Ilha de Bissau astutely recognized the advantages 
for themselves of fostering lanGado commerce in the Geba River and had 
initiated friendly overtures. These encouraged lanGados to settle at Bissau, 
thereby commencing the long and complex saga of alternating cooperation and 
conflict between the two groups. 
The Banhun Network To the westwards of the Mandinka trade network there was a 
second south-north trade route controlled by Banhuns; this linked the lower 
Cacheu River with the Casamance River, Songrougrou River, Vintang Creek, and 
Gambia River (see Map 115). The population of this area was largely Diola, 
especially between the Casamance and Gambia rivers. 
Study of the Banhun trade diaspora is made especially difficult from the 
circumstance that so few Banhun remain and so little historical information 
has been collected concerning them, whether oral or documentary sources. 
Banhuns seem to have progressively "disappeared" from the nineteenth century 
onwards, which phenomenon has generally been explained as their been absorbed 
by neighboring Diola communities. Thus the Portuguese census of 1950 recorded 
only 4,373 Banhuns living in the Guinea-Bissau region vs. 8,168 Diola, while 
French census data for Senegal for the same period records 8,100 Banhun vs. 
127,000 Diola. 76 From all indications, the number of Banhuns in 
Guinea-Bissau and Senegal continues to diminish, leaving only scattered 
remnant populations. With respect to historical sources, a Portuguese scholar 
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who attempted to collect oral traditions lamented that little or no historical 
information was remembered: "The Banhun do not have a history ... 1177 Indeed, 
it would seem that more information concerning Banhuns was recorded in 
sixteenth and seventeenth century Portuguese accounts than at any time since. 
Europeans sources discussed following mention five Banhun states 
strategically located along the Banhun network linking the Cacheu, Casamance, 
and Gambia rivers: Buguendo, Bichangor, Jase, 'Geregia' (Bati?), and Foni (see 
Map i/5). The southern-most state was Buguendo, which was located along the 
north bank of the lower Cacheu River. Sa'o Domingos, at the head of navigation 
on a small tributary of the Cacheu River called by Portuguese the Rio Pequeno 
de Si'io Domingos, served as Buguendo's entrep6t for trade with lani;ados, as 
mentioned with reference to the Santia~o' s voyage in 1526 (see Map i/4). 
Buguendo' s ruler lived at Guinguim Beguingue). Buguendo' s territory 
apparently constituted the Banhun "homeland," from which the Banhun trade 
diaspora expanded northwards.78 Fernandes's compendium relates that the 
Cacheu-Casamance area was renowned for a great weekly market that attracted 
thousands of people from surrounding areas.79 
North of Buguendo was the Banhun state of Bichangor. Circa 1570 this 
territory included Banhuns and Diola living along the south bank of the 
Casamance River from its mouth to some tens of kilometers eastwards of 
present-day Ziguinchor, where Casanga territory began. Ziguinchor is the 
narrowest crossing-point along the middle Casamance and evidently was then, as 
later, an important market for riverine commerce. Indeed, Ziguinchor would 
seem a likely location for the great market mentioned in Fernandes's 
compendium. Bichangor territory had formerly extended eastwards along the 
river, but this area had been conquered by the Mandinka-ruled Casa state. In 
1570, when Amada visited Mansa Tamba, the capital of the Casa state was at 
Brucama (modern-day Brikama), only fifty kilometers east of Ziguinchor.80 
Following Cadamosto' s brief reconnaissance at the mouth of the Casamance 
River in. 1456, Portuguese and langado vessels developed a considerable 
commerce in the river. Pereira relates that iron was greatly prized by the 
African traders, and slaves were bartered for horses, handkerchiefs, and red 
cloths. Fernandes likewise reports extensive commerce along the Casamance, 
and relates that "Christians," i.e., Cape Verdeans, bartered cotton fiber for 
the varied and attractive cloths produced by several societies living along 
the river.82 Sometime afterwards, Portuguese and langado commerce in the 
Casamance River was stopped by the Banhuns of Bichangor. 
Almada relates that in order to prevent langados from trading with their 
enemies, the Casangas, the Banhuns of Bichangor in alliance with the Jabundo 
group of Diola on the north bank of the river had closed the mouth of the 
Casamance River to trading craft more than twenty-five years before, or 
sometime prior to 1545. 83 "Jabundo" and other Diola groups along the north 
bank likely were closely associated with Banhun trade routes connecting the 
lower Casamance and lower Gambia rivers via creeks and portages. Map i/5 
depicts part of the courses of several of the larger creeks bearing northwards 
from the lower Casamance, while Brefet Creek, residence of the Banhun ruler of 
Foni., joins the lower Gambia at the perigee of its southernmost bend.84 
Sometime prior to Almada's visit, Mansa Tamba of the Casa state had 
achieved a notable success against Buguendo, conquering territory to the 
southwestwards of Brikama and opening trade with langados at Sarar, located on 
a small tributary of the Cacheu River some fifteen kilometers upriver from S§-0 
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Domingos (see Map #4). Notwithstanding this achievement, Mansa Tamba's forces 
had been routed by a Banhun ruler on the north bank of the Casamance River, a 
defeat that appears to have halted the Casa state's advance westwards along 
the Casamance River. Donelha reported that the Casamance River was closed in 
1585 when he sailed past en route from the Gambia River to the Cacheu 
River.85 The Casamance was still closed in December 1604, when the Jesuit 
priest Padre Balthasar Barreira visited the Guinea-Bissau region.86 As 
related following, Mansa Tamba' s reign appears to have marked the apogee of 
the Casa state's power, for after his death (ca. 1580-84) the Banhuns of 
Bichangor and Buguendo regained their ascendancy along the Casamance and 
Cacheu rivers respectively. 
A third Banhun state was Jase, located along the east bank of the 
Songrougrou River. Jase is first mentioned by name by Coelho (1669). It 
seems highly probable that the Banhun ruler ( "Um Rei ... de nai;ao Banhum") who 
inflicted the defeat on Mansa Tamba's forces mentioned above was ruler of Jase 
state.87 
A fourth Banhun state controlled trade between the Songrougrou River and 
Vintang Creek, an area principally populated by Diola. Neither Almada nor 
Donelha refers to this state by name, while seventeenth and eighteenth century 
European sources refer to the Banhun ruler's village at the head of Vintang 
Creek as 'Geregia' or "Hereges," names derived from the Portuguese chapel 
(igreja) built there; Bati may be the Banhun name for this state, as discussed 
following. 88 
A fifth Banhun-ruled state was Foni (Fonhi, Fogny), extending westwards 
along the Gambia River from Vintang creek to the Cabata River, its frontier 
with the Mandinka-ruled state of Kombo, which later extended to the Atlantic 
Ocean. Both Foni and Kombo were chiefly populated by Diola. Banhun rulers of 
Foni lived at Brefet on Brefet Creek, a small tributary of the Gambia River 
(see Map #5) .89 Portuguese sources record that Banhun almadias ranged the 
lower Gambia River, and oral traditions relate that in pre-Portuguese times 
Banhun trade extended to the upper reaches of the Gambia and its tributaries 
(see following) .. 
Besides kola, malguetta pepper, indigo, iron bars, and other commodities 
obtained from coastwise trade linkages, Banhuns likely traded cloth (Banhuns 
were highly reputed weavers), grains and other foodstuffs, salt and other 
condiments, medicinal substances, and artisanal products. The Banhun network 
crossed an important ecological "divide," most clearly marked by rice 
production in the south giving way to millet cultivation in the drier lands 
extending eastwards from Vintang Creek and northwards from the Gambia River. 
One may suppose that sout~orth trade compensated for local food shortages 
from droughts and other causes in pre-European times, such as has been 
recorded afterwards. From Portuguese times beeswax and captives were major 
items of commerce, but the latter were probably not much traded earlier, and 
the former not at all. Both in written historical sources and in traditions 
still passing current today, Banhun were renowned for possessing magical 
powers and for being able to ingratiate themselves with different peoples 
two attributes of immeasurable value for far-ranging traders relying on 
hospitality afforded by landlord-stranger reciprocities.90 
Noteworthy is the absence of mention in European sources and collected 
African traditions that Banhuns traded south of the Cacheu River, whether by 
sea or overland routes. Unique among Portuguese sources is Pereira's 
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reference to Banhauus, i.e. Banhuns, on the coast south of the Grande 
River.91 There seems reason to take this report in abeyance; it seems 
likely that Pereira inserted the name at the wrong point in his narrative 
inasmuch as no mention is made of Banhuns in his brief and uninformed remarks 
concerning the Casamance and Cacheu rivers. What seems probably the case was 
that Papels living along the lower Cacheu River carried on an intermediary 
commerce with Beafadas, probably both coastwise in almadias and by 
inter-connecting creeks and portages from the Mansoa River circumscribing Ilha 
de Bissau. More research is needed concerning Papel involvement in the 
commerce of the Guinea-Bissau region in pre-Portuguese times. 
The origins and development of the Banhun trade diaspora have been little 
studied by historians, but there is good reason to suppose that it predates 
the beginning of Mandinka state-building in the Gambia and the Mandinka 
north-south trade route connecting the Gambia and Geba rivers previously 
discussed. As previously related, Mandinka commerce along the Gambia River 
has been dated to the eleventh or twelfth century, with state-building by 
Mandinka military leaders following the rise of the Mali Empire in the 
thirteenth century. Information contained in Mandinka oral traditions attests 
that Banhun commerce predates Mandinka settlement along the upper Gambia, and 
the patterns of Mandinka trade and settlement along the lower Gambia attest to 
prior occupation of the Foni-Vintang Creek area by Banhuns. 
Mandinka traditions collected by Winifred F. Galloway concerning Wuli, the 
easternmost Mandinka state on the north bank of the Upper Gambia River, relate 
that there were three groups settled in the area when Mandinkas arrived: 
Konyajis, Wolofs, and Banhuns. Konyajis were reputed to be the original 
inhabitants of the Wuli area, people who were cultivators besides practicing 
hunting and gathering. Wolof settlers were concentrated along Koussenar 
Bolong, a tributary of Sandougou (or Sarni) Bolong, which enters the Gambia 
River some fifteen kilometers above Karantaba (Pisana) (see Map #1). The 
Wolof settlers represented the eastern- and southernmost extension of the 
great Jolof Empire that claimed control over most of the territory extending 
to the westwards between the Gambia and Senegal rivers. 
Banhuns were settled some thirty-five kilometers to the southeast of the 
Wolof along Sine Bolong, a small stream flowing into the Gambia from the north 
a few kilometers downstream from Barrakunda Falls (see Map #1), the effective 
head of navigation for small craft on the upper Gambia River.92 As 
previously related, major trade routes of unknown antiquity connected Wuli 
with the upper Niger and upper Senegal rivers. There takes on additional 
significance when considered with respect to a "Banhun connection." 
With respect to Banhun-Mandinka relations along the lower Gambia, it is 
significant to note that whereas Mandinka leaders founded a continuous string 
of states along the north bank of the Gambia, beginning with Wuli on the upper 
river and ending with Niumi on the Atlantic, along the southern bank they 
advanced only as far as Vintang Creek, the northern terminus of the Banhun 
trade network, with "Geregia" controlling along Vintang Creek and Foni 
extending to the westwards. At its confluence with the Gambia River, Vintang 
Creek is more than a kilometer broad and bordered by mangrove swamps, 
constituting a significant physical barrier to westward movement as well as 
marking an epidemiological frontier, for the marshlands and inter-connecting 
creeks extending westwards are heavily infested with both malaria-bearing 
anopheles mosquitos and tsetse flies bearing trypanosomes that precluded 
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horse-keeping, thereby inhibiting their conquest and occupation by Mandinka 
cavalry forces. The Banhun rulers of Foni were, evidently, well established 
and until the eighteenth century proved capable of maintaining their 
ascendancy over Diola populations and mobilizing them to defend their rice 
lands against Mandinka invaders. 
Banhun control of Gambia River commerce in pre-Portuguese times is a 
principal theme of the accounts of Alvise Cadamosto and Diogo Gomes, the first 
Europeans to visit the Gambia and leave accounts of their experiences. 
Cadamosto visited the Gambia twice, in 1455 and 1456, and Gomes visited in 
1456 prior to Cadamosto's second voyage.93 Systematic analysis of their 
accounts reveals much concerning commercial and political relationships along 
the Gambia River and neighboring areas at the time of their visits. 
Cadamosto relates that en route to the Gambia River in 1455 he encountered 
two caravels along the coast of Senegal, one of which was commanded by Antonio 
Usodimare. The three vessels sailed to the Gambia in convoy and anchored off 
the river's mouth. On the day following their arrival, the smallest of the 
caravels together with a ship's boat from Cadamosto' s caravel entered the 
river to reconnoiter. When the European seamen encountered several African 
craft filled with armed men, they withdrew from the river. Cadamosto makes no 
mention in his account, but it seems likely that on the same day Usodimare 
opened peaceful commerce with the Mandinka state of Niumi on the north bank of 
the river. As related in Part 3, Usodimare mentioned in a letter to a 
creditor dated December 1455 that malaguetta pepper and gold might be obtained 
in the Gambia.94 
The day following the preliminary reconnaissance by the caravel and the 
ship's boat, the three caravels entered the Gambia and sailed upriver. They 
proceeded only a few kilometers before being attacked by seventeen large 
almadias containing upwards of 150 men. The well armed carvels inflicted 
numerous casualties and repulsed the attack. Afterwards, Cadamosto opened a 
parley through an interpreter with men in one of the almadias. He learned 
that their ruler lived three days' travel upriver and that the caravels were 
attacked because of reports from Africans living along the Senegal River which 
characterized Europeans as cannibals who sought captives for the purpose of 
eating them. (Gomes' account following identifies the ruler who ordered the 
attacks on European vessels as Batimansa). Following the parley, Cadamosto 
and the two accompanying caravels left the Gambia River and sailed to the 
northwards.95 
There is no way of knowing who manned the almadias, but it seems almost 
certain that it was Niominka who attacked caravels along the coast north of 
the Gambia River. As related in Part 2, many Europeans were killed by 
poisoned arrows, and at least one caravel was captured and destroyed. Gomes 
afterwards was given the anchor of the destroyed caravel by the ruler of 
Niumi; this and other evidence cited following indicate the Niumi and Niominka 
had close ties in pre-European times, such as is known to be the case from 
Portuguese times onwards.96 
For as far back as is known from archaeological, oral , and documentary 
sources, Niominka living on islands in the estuary of the Saloum River have 
engaged in fishing and mollusk gathering, salt-making, and coastwise commerce 
in salt and dried and salted fish and mollusks. Niominka-Banhun relations 
have yet to be studied, but there is every reason to suppose that the two 
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trading groups would have cooperated for mutual advantage in pre-Portuguese 
times: Niominkas would have thereby obtained kola, malaguetta pepper, cloth, 
and other commodities from Banhuns. Moreover, there seems good reason to 
suppose that rather than unload and reload such bulk commodities as salt and 
fish, Banhuns would have found it advantageous to have Niominka transport them 
along the Gambia River and its tributaries, and possibly along the Casamance 
River as well. Diogo Gomes' reference to unidentified almadias carrying salt 
up the Gambia River (see following) lends support to such a supposition.97 
In 1456, following Cadamosto's battle with the almadias the previous year, 
Diogo Gomes entered the Gambia River accompanied by two other caravels. As 
previously related, Gomes had first voyaged along the upper Guinea Coast as 
far as the Geba River Inasmuch as Gomes' account makes no mention of 
Cadamosto's ecperience (he does not include Cadamosto in his account of 
attacks on caravels), it may be that Cadamosto's first visit to the Gambia 
occurred while Gomes was exploring to the southwards. The account following 
suggests that the heavy losses sustained by Batimansa' s forces in the attack 
on Cadamosto's caravel and the two accompanying caravels prepared the way for 
Gomes' highly successful expedition. 
Gomes relates that the evening of the first day he spent in the Gambia 
River, he anchored at an island in the middle of the river; most likely, this 
was James Island some forty kilometers upriver. As the caravels proceeded 
upriver the second day (passing the mouth of Vintang Creek?), they encountered 
numerous almadias filled with armed men. These dispersed without attacking, 
according to Gomes because they feared retaliation for previous attacks on 
Europeans. The numerous casualties inflicted by Cadamosto's expedition would 
seem the more likely reason why the African mariners refrained form engaging 
Gomes' well-armed vessels. 
The following day, i.e. the third day proceeding upriver, Gomes was 
hospitably received by people ruled by Farim Casa (Frangazick, nephew of 
Faresangul, or "Farim Kola" of the upper Geba River, as dicussed above). 
Gomes relates that he was informed why the Africans in the almadias were 
hostile and had attacked European vessels, but, regrettably, Gomes does not 
record what their reasons were. Gomes obtained a considerable amount of gold 
in trade, and was provided the services of a man named Bokar (presumably a 
Muslim Mandinka) , who guided tha caravels to the upper Gambia where they 
traded with the Mandinka states of Niani, Wuli, and Kantora. 
When Gomes returned downriver to the same port in Farim Casa' s teritory, 
he was informed about a powerful ruler named Batimansa, i.e. mansa of Bati, 
who controlled territory extending to the southwards. Bokar arranged a 
meeting, and following an exchange of presents and other amenities, Batimansa 
declared that henceforth he would not make war on Europeans and that they 
could safely trade in his territory. Batimansa attempted to place the blame 
for attacks on European vessels on the mansa of Niumi, ruler of the Mandinka 
state at the mouth of the Gambia on the north bank. In response to this 
intelligence, Gomes astutely initiated diplomatic relations with Niumi by 
sending presents to the mansa via almadias (whose occupants he did not 
identify) bringing reddish-colored salt to trade.98 
After taking leave of Batimansa, Gomes anchored off Niumi and established 
peaceful relations with the mansa and his notables. The intiative proceeded 
so well, according to Gomes, that the mansa demanded to be baptised, for which 
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Gomes demurred for being only a lay Christian. The reddish-tinged salt 
previously mentioned was in plentiful supply in Niumi. The salt provides 
important evidence for Niumi' s commercial relations with Niominka mariners, 
for such reddish-colored salt is produced along the Saloum River in rice 
polders that have become too saline for cultivation. 
Gomes reports that proceeding northwards from the Gambia River he was able 
to cut off two almadias filled with armed men, including Besaghichi, the ruler 
alleged to have ordered attacks on European vessels along the coast between 
Cape Verde and the Gambia River. That Besaghichi' s capture was effected so 
easily and without fighting suggests that he had reason to expect a friendly 
parley with Gomes, which implies mediation between the two by the mansa of 
Niumi -- additional evidence for close ties between Niumi and Niominka, as 
discussed above (and one may wonder what role, if any, Batimansa may have 
played). The supposition that the meeting was arranged gains support from 
Gomes' account mentioning that on departing the Gambia River, he ordered one 
caravel to set a course for Portugal while he and the other caravel commander 
proceeded along the coast to Cape Verde. As he had acted with the mansa of 
Niumi, Gomes treated Besaghichi to food and drink, besides a "double portion" 
of presents, and informed him through an interpreter of the advantages that 
would accrue from trade instead of warfare.99 
Following Gomes's trade and diplomatic initiatives, Cadamosto's visit to 
the Gambia in 1456 stands in sharp contrast to his experience the previous 
year. No almadias opposed the passage of the three caravels along the coast 
or after their entry into the Gambia River; nor, apparently, did Cadamosto 
anticipate conflict, indirect evidence that he was informed concerning Gomes' 
peaceful reception and successful commerce upriver. The caravels were guided 
to a rendezvous with Batimansa and, following an exchange of gifts, Cadomosto 
traded for two weeks, obtaining a number of captives, small quantities of 
gold, some well-made cloth, animal pelts, and other commodities. It is 
noteworthy that Cadamosto expressed disappointment at not acquiring more gold, 
his expectations raised apparently, by news concerning Gomes' trade with Farim 
Casa and the Mandinka states along the upper Gambia.1OO Following trade 
with Batimansa, the three caravels departed the Gambia and sailed southwards 
to the Casamance River; the intelligence Cadamosto collected there is 
discussed following. 
The sequence of events related above is intriguing. Farim Casa made 
welcome the first Europeans to run the gauntlet of Banhun and Niominka 
almadias, traded with them, and expeditiously arranged for their passage 
upriver to trade with Mandinka states along the upper Gambia. On Gomes' 
return downriver, Farim Casa arranged for him to meet Batimansa, who intiated 
peaceful relations with Europeans and encouraged their commerce. When 
Cadamosto arrived, Batimansa contrived to monopolize the trade of the three 
caravels, whether by guile, threat of force, or perhaps both -- which success 
must have caused Farim Casa considerable frustration, not to mention traders 
in the Mandinka states upriver! 
Who Batimansa was and where his state was located have been the subject of 
debate among scholars. The issues are made the more difficult to resolve from 
the circumstance that no mention is made of Batimansa or Bati by Almada, 
Oonelha, or later sources. On reviewing available evidence, Teixeira da Mota 
concludes that Bati was in the area of Vintang Creek, location of the Banhun 
state subsequently described in European sources as "Geregia" and other 
corruptins of the Portuguese word igreja (chapel).101 
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Batimansa fills the particulars of a ruler of a trading people: he 
commands a large fleet of almadias suitable for commerce and warfare; he is 
informed concerning commercial matters at some considerable distance, e.g. 
Portuguese trade along the Senegal River; and he is powerful and influential, 
hence he was accorded the title mansa in an area dominated by Mandinka 
rulers. Especially noteworthy in Cadamosto's account is that reports reaching 
Batimansa concerning Portuguese activities had come from the Senegal River, 
not from Niominkas or other Africans living north of the Gambia River; such 
suggests that Batimansa' s intelligence came via the trade route between the 
upper Gambia and Senegal rivers connecting the Banhun commercial diaspora at 
Sine Bolong in Wuli discussed above. And notwithstanding that Batimansa may 
have incited the warriors in the almadias with revulsion and hatred towards 
whites by condemning Portuguese for being cannibals, one may speculate that 
the ruler of a powerful trading state was mainly concerned lest Europeans 
become competitors in Gambian commerce--as indeed happened. 
Once the caravels accompanying Cadamosto inflicted such heavy casualties 
that his mariners would not attack those accompanying Gomes, enabling them to 
trade in the upper Gambia, Batimansa must have recognized the new realities of 
Gambian commerce and therefore arranged to make peace with the Europeans as 
soon as Gomes returned downriver. Cadamosto was the beneficiary of 
Batimansa' s new policy on his second visit to the Gambia--which new policy 
evidently attempted to monopolize the commerce of European vessels so as to 
maintain a middleman position vis-a-vis Mandinka traders upriver. By such 
means Batimansa and the Banhuns could hope to achieve by alliance objectives 
that could not be achieved by force due to the superior weapons possessed by 
Europeans. 
With respect to Batimansa's influence in the territory south of the Gambia 
River, Gomes' account makes evident that Batimansa held an overlord position 
vis-a-vis Farim Casa (Frangazick). Notwithstanding that the Casa ruler 
related--bragged, one might say--to Gomes that he was nephew to the Mandinka 
"Kola Mansa" living to the southwards, his compliance with Batimansa' s desire 
to meet Gomes following the latter's return downriver indicates deference and 
subordination to Batimansa; indeed, such confirms the ranking of the title 
mansa over that of farim. And in as much as Batimansa controlled territory to 
the southwards, he presumable controlled the trade route(s) conveying kola and 
other commodities. 
The term Cassique, from which Frangazick most probably is derived, 
provides additional evidence concerning the Casa ruler's relationship to 
Batimansa. Cassique reportedly is the name given to individuals born to a 
woman believed to have relations with spirits.102 As previously noted, 
Banhuns were renowned for possessing spiritual powers, and reference was made 
above to the remarkable Banhun(?) woman who was the reputed ancestor of the 
nyanchos of Kaabu. Thus for all that he emphasized his "Mandinka-ness" as 
nephew to "Kola Mansa," the Casa ruler may have been the son of a Banhun 
woman, and perhaps married to a Banhun woman--which implies kinship ties with 
Batimansa. Marriages with other ethnic groups were not uncommon for 
enterprising Mandinka seeking economic and political advantages.103 
Gomes' pioneer trading voyage along the upper Gambia River must inevitably 
have initiated far-reaching changes in Gambian commerce and with trade routes 
connecting the Gambia River in all directions. How long Batimansa prevented 
other European vessels from trading upriver, as he did those accompanying 
Cadamosto, is not known. It is perhaps noteworthy in this context that when 
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Cadamosto left the Gambia and anchored off the Casamance River, he learned 
that the Casa ruler was absent making war against unidentified parties. 
Whether he was at was with Batimansa and Banhuns is unknown, but 
Mandinka-Banhun conflict began sometime afterwards, disrupting the friendly 
relations previously described. Fernandes relates that the Casa ruler in 1500 
lived in a strongly fortified residence and was inflicting ruthless 
punishments on his (Banhun?) relatives (see note 62), while Almada and Donelha 
report on Banhun-Casanga fighting along the Casamance River, between the 
Casamance and Cacheu rivers, and along the Gambia River in the 1560s, 1570s, 
and 1580s (see Part 5 following). 
More research is needed concerning all aspects of Banhun history, but the 
foregoing discussion offers persuasive evidence to suppose that long before 
the arrival of Portuguese mariners and prior to--or from the time of--the 
earliest westward migrations of Mandinka into the upper Gambia River, the 
Banhun trade diaspora extended the length of the navigable reaches of the 
Gambia River and along tributaries where Banhun found commercial 
opportunities. One may speculate that Banhuns traded kola, indigo, malaguetta 
pepper, and other products of the Upper Guinea Coast, as well as Senegambian 
commodities such as salt, salted and dried fish and mollusks, and cloth, such 
as were reported for Gambia River traffic at a later period. Information 
needs to be correlated concerning commercial relations between all the 
societies along the Gambia River and Atlantic coast in early times, 
concentrating especially on traditions relating to Banhun, Mandinka, and 
Niominka trading groups. 
The Beafada Network 
The preceding sections make reference to Beafada trade in the Grande, 
Geba, and Corubal rivers. Diogo Gomes relates that traders in almadias in the 
upper Geba River offered him malaguetta pepper and silk and cotton cloth, and 
he and other mariners supplied map makers with information that the upper Geba 
was the land of "Kola Mansa." Andre Alvares d 'Almada relates that Beafadas 
exchanged kola with Mandinka traders along the upper Geba River for black and 
white cotton cloth, that Beafadas expertly navigated large almadias, and that 
lan~ados engaged many Beafadas as grumetes. 
To draw together information recorded in Portuguese sources concerning 
trade to the south of Beafada territory, Pereira and Fernandes relate that 
there was considerable commerce along the Upper Guinea Coast south of the 
Grande River, mentioning trade in gold, ivory, slaves, and iron. Neither 
mentions kola. Pereira reports the presence of Guoguliis in the Grande River 
along with Beafadas, and along the coast south of the Grande River. Fernandes 
does not mention either Guoguliis or Beafadas along the coast south of the 
Grande River, only Sapes, whom P.E.H. Hair identifies as "originally a name for 
undifferentiated Landuma-Baga-Temne, later extended to include Bullom .•.• 104 
Later sources mention Chocholijs, Coguolin, Cocolin, Kokoli, Cocali, etc., 
principally locating them along the upper Nunez River. The etymology of these 
words has yet to be elucidated by linguists. Whether, as one may hypothesize, 
guli, koli, etc., means "kola" and the complete word "kola traders" or 
something like remains to be determined. Whoever Guoguliis may be, their 
presence along with Beafadas in the Grande River and along the Upper Guinea 
Coast to the southwards strongly suggests that they are engaged in commerce. 
Moreover, that they "disappeared" provides a notable exception to P. E. H. 
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Hair's principal finding in "Ethnolinguistic Continuity on the Guinea Coast," 
that is the extraordinary continuity of language groups identified in 
Portuguese sources down to the present day. Hair suggests that Kokoli and 
Landuma were "two sections of the same people, or two names for the same 
people." 105 An alternative hypothesis is that Kokoli, Guoguliis, etc. , were 
traders dealing principally in kola that were displaced by othertraders 
(most likely, Lusa-Africans) when economic circumstances changed to their 
disadvantage. 
As previously noted, Almada and Oonelha were curiously vague and 
unspecific in their descriptions of the coast south of the Grande River. Both 
relate that lan9ados and unidentified Africans purchased indigo dye and kola 
in the Nunez River, and Oonelha adds that this commerce extended to unnamed 
rivers to the southwards. Padre Balthasar Barreira reports that (Mandinka and 
Banhun) cotton cloth brought from the Geba and Cacheu rivers was the principal 
commodity traded along this coast. Inasmuch as Almada relates that Beafadas 
were extensively employed as grumetes by lan9ados and, as previously argued, 
lan9ados could only have traded along the upper Geba River with Beafada 
cooperation, there would seem every likelihood that Beafada mariners 
introduced lan9ados to coastwise commerce in the area south of the Grande 
River. And who but Beafadas likely were the unidentified Africans mentioned 
by Almada and Donelha as trading independently of lan9ados(?). 
The foregoing provides persuasive evidence that Beafadas carried on 
extensive coastwise commerce in pre-Portuguese times. Beafadas possessed the 
trading craft and expertise to engage to commerce southwards along the Upper 
Guinea Coast, and there was strong incentive for them to do so inasmuch as the 
sources of kola, indigo, and malaguetta pepper lay in that direction, plus 
supplies of iron bars. There would have been no insuperable problems 
concerning communications with societies inhabiting the coast, for all spoke 
West Atlantic languages related to Beafada. And, as related in Part 1, common 
words for kola attest to long-established trade along the Upper Guinea Coast 
in this important commodity. Lastly, perusal of topographic and maritime 
charts for the Upper Guinea Coast makes evident favorable geographic factors 
that reinforce economic considerations encouraging Beafada coastwise commerce. 
Coastwise communications offered significant advantages to traders: 
easier, more rapid, and in all probability a less expensive means of 
transporting kola and other bulk commodities northwards to the markets of the 
Senegambia, upper Niger, and Sahel. The Futa Jallon massif offers formidable 
obstacles to caravan routes connecting the kola, indigo, and 
malaguetta-producing areas of the coastal rainforests and markets among 
savanna peoples living to the northwards. Caravans crossing Futa Jallon must 
ascend river valleys descending from the highlands, ford tributary streams, 
traverse ravines, and follow circuitous routes winding through the massif. 
After the rains begin in April and early May, rivers and streams become 
increasingly difficult to cross and the merchandise transported is threatened 
by rain and damp. 
By contrast, coastwise commerce bypassing Futa Jallon offered significant 
advantages, especially for bulk commodities. The Grande, Geba, Corubal, 
Cacheu, and Casamance rivers provided convenient access to the northwards and 
eastwards via overland routes connecting the rivers at the head of navigation 
and other convenient points along their courses and those of tributaries. 
Although the lower reaches of the rivers of the Guinea-Bissau region are 
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bordered by mangrove swamps and low-lying marshy land infested with anopheles 
mosquitos and tsetse flies, the upper courses enter savanna country that is 
relatively free of both vectors and donkeys could be used to supplement human 
porterage. 
Coastal navigation in small craft between the coast of Guinea-Conakry and 
the Guinea-Bissau region as far north as the Geba River is rendered relatively 
easy by the protected waters of estuaries and connecting waterways, and from 
the circumstance that the Bissagos archipelago diverts and diminishes the 
force of the southward flowing Canary Current. Likewise, reefs and shoal 
waters off Cape Rox□ make northward passages between the Geba and Cacheu 
rivers moderately easy to navigate, especially using the Jatta Channel (Rio 
das Ancoras). By contrast, to the north of Cape Rox□, navigators are 
confronted by the unimpeded southward flow of the Canary Current combined with 
the force of prevailing winds blowing from the northwards, making coastal 
navigation north of the Cacheu River difficult for African almadias and 
generally impractical for European sailing craft. 
Taking the foregoing considerations into account, the Guinea-Bissau region 
may be characterized as a geographic, economic, and social crossroads 
connecting the Upper Guinea Coast and the Senegambia. Beafada traders linked 
coastal rainforest and interior savannas by exploiting the advantages of 
coastwise and riverine commerce and thereby provided an important stimulus for 
the development of the Banhun and Mandinka trade diasporas. 
How far south along the Upper Guinea Coast Beafada traders ventured in 
pre-Portuguese times and what other African societies were involved in coastal 
relay commerce are open questions pending further research. The foregoing 
discussion provides some indications. Almada and Oonelha indicate that the 
Nunez River was an important center for indigo dye and kola and trade with 
Futa Jallon. Indigo dye was produced along the Nunez River, which also marks 
the northernmost area where kola trees grow. Supplies of kola increase along 
the coast to the southwards, and the main kola-producing area of southern 
Guinea-Conakry overlaps the northernmost area where malaguetta pepper grows. 
This latter highly valued spice would likewise have been a major objective for 
Beafada traders. If Beafada mariners did not trade as far south as the areas 
of malaguetta production, they may have traded with Bulloms, or perhaps other 
seafaring peoples. These and related issues remain to be elucidated by 
scholars. 
Part 5: Banhun, Mandinka, and Beafada Traders, plus Lan9ados 
When information collected by Europeans and Lusa-Africans is reviewed in 
the context of the Banhun and Mandinka south-north trade routes, one discerns 
the outlines of a protracted economic, political, and military struggle 
between the two spheres, a competition exacerbated by new patterns of trade in 
kola and other commodities. And what emerges, too, is that lan~ados and their 
Lusa-African descendants were inevitably drawn into the competition and 
incorporated into the new economic and political patterns that emerged. 
To begin with the accounts of the Santiago's trade at Silo Domingos in 
1526, there is no indication that the prosecution of commerce was other than 
orderly and peaceful. Among the vessel's papers is a list of customs payments 
recording how much was paid to the ruler of Buguendo and to lesser officials. 
Four other vessels, all from S~'o Tiago, were encountered there, three with 
iron bars (where obtained?) and one with cotton. Trade was carried on with 
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resident langados, and conditions at S~o Domingos were sufficiently attractive 
that two of the vessel's crew jumped ship rather than return to Portugal. The 
captain of the Santiago purchased captives and ivory with the iron bars 
obtained in the Great Scarcies River.1D6 And as previously argued, the 
Santiago also traded kola brought from the Great Scarcies River, but to whom 
they were sold ( langados, Banhun traders, or both) and what was obtained in 
exchange are unknown. 
If there are no indications in the Santiago's records of other than 
cooperative relations between Banhuns and langados in 1526, it is evident that 
circumstances changed afterwards. As previously related, Almada records that 
sometime prior to 1545 the Banhuns of Bichangor closed the Casamance River to 
langados to prevent them from trading with Casangas. And when Almada visited 
Sao Domingos in 1570 he found that the Banhuns of Buguendo were hostile 
towards langados and subjecting them to physical violence.107 Almada 
provides no explanation for these circumstances, nor does Donelha, but 
information recorded in their accounts provides what seems almost certainly an 
explanation for Banhuns' hostility towards langados. 
The first and most immediate reason for this hostility was that langados 
were also tradi~ at Sarar, the Casanga settlement fifteen kilometers to the 
eastwards of Sao Domingos along the Cacheu River, located on territory 
recently seized from Buguendo by Mansa Tamba of the Casa state. Neither 
Almada nor Donelha mention any commodities that the langados were trading at 
Sarar, but assuredly kola were traded, from the arguments presented in Part 3 
and from the specific assertion by Donelha that langados acquired kola in the 
Nunez River for sale at Sgo Domingos. One may safely predict that indigo dye, 
iron bars, malaguetta pepper, and other commodities obtained in coastwise 
trade were likewise traded at Sarar, besides European trade goods. Casangas 
thus could compete with the Banhun south-north network by a rival network of 
their own connecting the middle Gambia east of Vintang Creek, as well as 
monopolizing commerce along the upper Casamance. 
Neither Almada nor Donelha mentions Birassu in their sections concerning 
the Cacheu River. Both record only vague remarks concerning the upper Cacheu 
River, which they term the "Rio de Farim," thereby differentiating it as a 
separate river from the Rio de sa'o Domingos (which name Fernandes had used for 
the entire river). Almada reports only that the "Rio de Farim" extends for 
"many leagues;" while Donelha states that it extends "far inland up to Farim, 
in the lands of the Mandingas." Obviously, langados had ceased to trade along 
the upper Cacheu River since the time of Fernandes' account, either because 
they were satisfied with trade at S~o Domingos and Sarar, or because they were 
discouraged from visiting the upper river, or both. 
In another section of his account, seemingly derived from another 
source( s), Donel ha relates a few details concerning Birassu that suggest why 
langados had ceased to trade along the upper Cacheu River. Enumerating 
Mandinka fa rims, Donel ha reports that Farim Birassu ruled different peoples, 
including Casangas, Banhuns, Bramos (i.e., Papels), Balantas, Beafadas, and 
others, adding "although some do not obey him because he is far away.11108 
The reference to Casangas and Banhuns living in Birassu territory and the 
remoteness of its ruler suggest the possibility that the Casa state had 
expanded to control the upper Cacheu River, and that the redoubtable Mansa 
Tamba residing at Brucama on the middle Casamance River had taken measures to 
ensure that langado trade was routed via Sarar by closing off the upper Cacheu 
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River to larn;ado vessels. Such a supposition gains plausibility from the 
report cited following concerning Mansa Tamba's reputed powerful cavalry 
force, which could have driven the rival Birassu ruler from the savannas along 
the upper Cacheu River. Subsequent Portuguese reports concerning renewed 
commerce along the upper Cacheu River and further mention of Birassu date from 
the 1600s, by which time the Banhuns of Buguendo and Bichangor had regained 
the initiative against the Casangas and had established close trading 
relations with langados, which changed circumstances are discussed following. 
The Casa state's success and prosperity seemed assured when, sometime 
after Almada's visit to Mansa Tamba at Brucama in 1570, the langados at Sao 
Domingos appealed for assistance from the Casa state. Mansa Tamba dispatched 
a force that defeated the Banhuns of Buguendo and occupied S~o Domingos.109 
In 1581 when conditions at Sao Domingos continued to be unsatisfactory for 
langados, Francisco de Andrade, the Sargento-Mor of Sao Tiago, negotiated with 
Mansa Tamba for them to move to Sarar, which he renamed Sao Filipe. When 
Donelha visited the Cacheu River in 1585, he reported that Sao Domingos was 
deserted and the ruler of Buguendo was subject to the ruler of the Casa 
state.HO 
It is noteworthy that a langado contemporary of Almada' s gave prominence 
to Mansa Tamba's strong cavalry force, asserting that he commanded some 5,000 
horsemen, surely a greatly exaggerated number but significant in that he 
measured Mansa Tamba's military power in terms of cavalry rather than river 
craft controlling the Casamance River. Such serves to highlight Alamda's 
observation that prior to the Banhuns of Bichangor closing the Casamance River 
langados had sold Casangas horses brought from srfo Tiago. lll Deprived of 
Cape Verdean mounts the Casa state must have been dependent on horses obtained 
via the Gambia River and from other African states. Seemingly fewer were 
acquired from whichever sources, and such may largely account for the Casa 
state's decline as a "land power," just as the failure to gain control over 
Casamance and Songrougrou river traffic stifled the Casa challenge to the 
Banhun trade diaspora. 
A second reason why the Banhuns of Buguendo and all Banhuns generally 
would express hostility towards lanc,ados trading at sa'o Domingos was because 
langados had developed a highly remunerative commerce in kola along the upper 
Gambia River. Lancados operating from Guinala in the Grande River (in 
association with Beafada grumetes?) competed with and threatened the commerce 
in kola transported overland along both the Banhun and Mandinka networks. 
Almada and Donelha describe their participation in trading voyages in 1570 
and 1585 respectively to Cagao (Kassang) on the right (north) bank of the 
upper Gambia River, entrepot for the Mandinka state of Niani. It was with 
reference to commerce at Cac,a'o that Almada had characterized kola as the 
premier commodity traded in the Gambia River. And Donel ha relates that the 
kola traded there were brought by lane.ados from the Grande River. Neither 
Almada nor Donelha mentions any commodity carried in coastwise commerce other 
than kola. Cac,~o was the head of navigation for large sailing vessels, 
inasmuch as the narrowing of the river and its reversal to the westwards 
hindered tacking against prevailing winds. Small river craft might continue 
upriver to Kantora, the last Mandinka state on the south bank and 
northeasternmost extension of the Kaabu state, and according to Donelha' s 
informant(s) where the ruler of Kaabu lived. The falls at Barracunda marked 
the effective end of navigation for small craft. Wuli on the north bank was a 
major center of commerce, the place of departure for caravans bound 
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northeastwards to the upper Senegal River and eastwards to the upper Niger 
River and the Manding heartland. As previously noted, in this period Kaabu's 
rulers were subordinate to those of Wuli.112 
Neither Almada's nor Donelha's vessel traded with the Banhuns of Foni or 
'Geregia.' Almada makes no mention of Foni or Brefet Creek, but refers to 
Vintang Creek ( "um bra90 que se chama do Hereges"), stating that formerly 
there was a very valuable commerce in wax, ivory, cotton, and slaves, but that 
langados had been attacked and driven away and now had to trade through 
English and French intermediaries. Almada's description of hostile conditions 
in Vintang Creek correlates with his earlier reference to Africans living 
along the south bank of the Gambia as dangerous men (maus) who seized trading 
vessels and killed whites. Besides war almadies they possessed 
well-constructed fortifications called ala-sans along the Gambia and its 
inlets. Almada does not identify these menacing Africans, but asserts that 
only vessels that were well-armed and well-manned might safely run their 
gauntlet.ll3 
Describing his trading voyage fifteen years later in 1585, Donelha relates 
that vessels might carry on a valuable commerce by lying off Brefet Creek and 
waiting for traders to come out, which suggests that lan9ados dare not enter 
the creek and place themselves in the power of the Banhun ruler of Foni. 
Donelha makes no mention of Vintang Creek, but relates that Foni was at war 
-with the Mandinka state of Guian, i.e. Kiang, extending to the east of Vintang 
Creek. Banhun almadias had so assailed Kiang's chief port of trade (probably 
Tendaba) that the beleaguered Mandinkas had been forced to build strong wooden 
fortifications to defend against Foni attacks.114 
Donelha provides no information concerning the cause(s) of the Foni-Kiang 
conflict, but taking the foregoing discussion of Banhun-Casanga-lan9ado 
commercial relationships into account, one may suppose that Kiang traders were 
supplied with kola and other commodities through Casanga intermediaries 
trading with langados at Sarar and that the Banhuns of Foni were blockading 
their main trading center as a means to protect their commerce along the 
Gambia. Donelha makes no mention of Banhuns from 'Geregia' participating in 
the conflict, but such may well have been the case. Donelha' s reference to 
Guian/Kiang has particular significance, and is discussed following. 
In contrast to Almada, Oonelha makes no mention of Africans along the 
south bank attacking European vessels, but it is noteworthy in this connection 
that Donelha mentions that when his vessel descended the river it was 
accompanied by four langado vessels en route to the Grande River (where they 
obtained kola for upriver trade). The five vessels travelling together 
obviously constituted a 'convoy' for mutual protection; this supposition is 
confirmed by Donelha mentioning at this point in his narrative that his vessel 
had two decks with a protective barricade constructed between them, behind 
which were "many fine bronze cannon. 11115 
Foni-Kiang warfare in addition to Buguendo-Casa warfare and consequent 
disruption of commerce can only have added to the profits of lan9ados selling 
kola in the upper Gambia, which circumstance must have caused even greater 
resentment towards langados by· Banhuns the length of their trade diaspora. 
Such hostilities evidently also contributed to the growth of kola trade along 
the more secure Geba-upper Gambia route and to routes by-passing the Gambia 
altogether. Indeed, Donelha collected valuable intelligence concerning the 
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latter commerce. While at Cag~o he sought out two Mandinka marabouts who were 
well-informed concerning commerce and geography in the interior of West 
Africa. With reference to interior routes connecting with the upper Gambia 
and with Degola/Badour on the upper Geba River, one of the marabouts related, 
"Today they carry up cola-nuts the latter way, so as to avoid the Gambia 
because it is nearer and less dangerous. 11ll6 
How long Banhun-Mandinka warfare continued is not known, but it appears 
that peaceful trading relations among Banhuns, Mandinkas, and langados in the 
Vintang-Gambia area were reestablished after the Banhuns of Buguendo and 
Bichangor attained military and commercial ascendancy over the Casa state in 
the 158Ds and 159Ds. This striking reversal of the Casa state's fortunes 
occurred in the years following Mansa Tamba's death, which was sometime prior 
to Donelha's visit to the Cacheu River in 1585.117 
Mansa Tamba' s successor evidently was unwilling, or unable for whatever 
reason(s), to sustain amicable and mutually advantageous relations between 
Casangas and langados, with the consequence that the latter departed from 
Sarar/Sao Filipe to settle among Papels at Cacheu where a langado community 
had developed from sometime prior to 156D.118 Cacheu became the principal 
lani;;ado and Lusa-African entrepot for c:ommerce in the Cacheu-Casamance area, 
as Bissau eventually came to be for the Geba-Grande area, with similar 
patterns of long-continuing conflicts-of-interest between langados and 
Lusa-Africans vis-a-vis their Papel landlords. 
Not only did casangas fail to sustain their advantageous trading 
relationship with langados at Sarar, they lost their ascendant military 
position vis-a-vis the Banhuns of Buguendo and Bichangor. Buguendo regained 
control over the territory around Sgo Domingos by the beginning of the 1590s, 
if not earlier, and most langado trade was diverted from Casanga to Banhun 
traders. And in a striking departure from previous practice, by the 1590s 
langados were permitted to traverse Buguendo to trade and settle in Bichangor 
territory at Ziguinchor along the Casamance River. Further evidence of Casa's 
decline is evidenced by the development of te Mandinka state of Kiang along 
the the south bank of the Gambia River east of Vintang Creek. 
Little information is recorded concerning these momentous changes. One 
development signalling the Casa state's decline is reported in Donelha's 
account mentioning Guian in his trading voyage along the Gambia River in 
1585. This is the first mention in a European source of the Mandinka state of 
Kiang along the south bank of the Gambia River east of Vintang Creek.ll9 
Diogo Gomes, who in 1456 was the first European to trade in this area, relates 
that he traded with subjects of the Casa ruler (Frangazick), and so presumably 
did other Europeans following him. It is significant that first mention of 
Kiang in European sources coincides with the resurgence of Banhun power 
vis-a-vis the Casa state. Casa' s decline evidently provided an opportunity 
for the development and expansion of the Kiang state; concomitantly, Kiang's 
extension along the Gambia River would have deprived the Casa state of direct 
access to European commerce, including trade in horses for cavalry mounts. 
European sources attest that Kiang controlled the territory along the Gambia 
River east of Vintang Creek from the time of Donelha's voyage onwards. 
Information concerning the reversal of Banhun policies towards langados is 
recorded in a hitherto unpublished version of Almada's "Tratado breve" located 
by Avelino Teixeira da Mota. In what apparently was late intelligence 
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incorporated before the manuscript was completed in 1594, the Banhun ruler of 
Bichangor is declared to be "a friend of whites'' who ensured their safety in 
his lands.120 That the Banhun ruler and people of Bichangor welcomed 
langados and guaranteed their security presumes that the Banhuns of Buguendo 
did likewise for they must cross Buguendo territory to reach Bichangor, which 
circumstances were greatly different than the hostile conditions Almada 
himself experienced in 1570 when langados at sg'o Domingos were subjected to 
harassment and physical abuse. 
Information concerning the development of the langado community at 
Ziguinchor is revealed in reports of missionary activities in the 
Guinea-Bissau region. A missionary priest died in the "aldeia ( village) de 
Bichanagor" in July 1609, and in 1621 the "Pouaogao" de Bichancor" five 
leagues form Cacheu was reported to have fifteen dwellings of "Portugezes 
mercadores" with a church and a priest and many "local Christians. 11121 The 
location of the community is not otherwise identified, but Ziguinchor almost 
certainly was the site: five Portuguese leagues are equivalent to 
approximately thirty kilometers, and Ziguinchor is thirty-five kilometers from 
Cacheu. And in the years to come, Ziguinchor was the principal settlement and 
entrepot for Banhun and Lusa-African Commerce along the Casamance River and 
its tributaries. 
Lacking information concerning the decision-making of Banhun leaders one 
can only speculate concerning their motives for opening their territory to 
langados. But the advantages seem apparent: by adopting conciliatory and 
friendly relations with langados and Lusa-Africans (including fostering 
marriage ties with them) and by exploiting their dissatisfaction with the 
Casangas at Sarar, Banhuns regained their former trade in European commodities 
and likewise ensured that most of the kola, indigo, iron bars, and other 
commodities transported along the Upper Guinea Coast would enter their 
commercial network, not that of the Casa state. And, presumably, langados 
and Lusa-Africans increasingly identified their interests and on occasion, one 
supposes, exercised their military capabilities and those of their households 
and grumetes on behalf of the Banhuns with whose interests they were 
increasingly associated. 
Whatever the motives that induced Banhuns to develop close associations 
with langados and Lusa-Africans, the policy was manifestly successful, at 
least insofar as their competition with the Casa state is concerned. The 
Banhun south-north trade route between Buguendo and Bichangor was preserved 
and revitalized by a flourishing commerce, and Casanga and other non-Banhun 
traders along the Casamance were constrained to deal with Banhun middlemen and 
with langados and Lusa-Africans associated with Banhuns. The westward advance 
of the Casa state was permanently arrested, its commerce and military power 
declined, and as the years passed the Casa state atrophied as Mandinka 
commercial and military resources were directed elsewhere. 
What appears likewise related to these developments was expanded 
commercial activity by the Mandinka state of Birassu along the upper Cacheu 
River. As discussed above, Fernandes reported that Portuguese vessels traded 
horses with Birassu at the beginning of the sixteenth century; however, 
neither Almada nor 0ornelha mention langado commerce along the upper Cacheu 
River during the latter part of the century, and there seems reason to suppose 
that the Casa state blocked langado commerce above its entrepot at Sarar. The 
renewal of langado trade along the upper Cacheu River seemingly correlates 
with the Casa state's decline, but information is lacking concerning these 
matters. 
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From the early seventeenth century lani;ados traded principally at a 
community at the head of navigation of the Cacheu River known to Mandinkas as 
Tubabodaga, "white man's village," and which lani;ados called Farim for the 
Farim of Birassu.122 Farim is some 170 kilometers from the mouth of the 
Cacheu River, just above the tidal reach where the woodland-savanna country 
begins. Teixeira da Mota cites traditions relating that Birassu' s territory 
extended from the upper Cacheu River in a northeasterly direction to the area 
of Kolda on the upper Casamance River; such suggest that there was a trade 
route connecting the upper Cacheu, upper Casamance, and Gambia rivers.123 
Portuguese authorities sought to concentrate lani;ado commerce along the 
upper Cacheu River where it could be supervised by the commandant of Cacheu. 
Gamboa de Ayala, who assumed command of the Portuguese settlement at Cacheu in 
1644, attempted to end illicit lani;ado commerce at Geba by removing the 
lani;ados to Farim, but this initiative had only partial and temporary 
success. Lani;ados continued to trade at Geba and neither Ayala nor his 
successors could dislodge them, with the consequence that both Geba and Farim 
served as entrepots for Mandinka trade crossing the Kaabu state.124 
Virtually as little is known about lani;ado and Lusa-African motivations 
and commercial practices as those of Banhuns, but it is manifest that by the 
1620s, and likely earlier, the growing competition of Outch, French, and 
English traders in the Gambia River and elsewhere made the former recognize 
that cooperation with Banhuns was crucial to their interests. In lieu of the 
tedious and difficult sea passage northwards against wind and current to reach 
the Casamance and Gambia rivers, lani;ados and Lusa-Africans (and the grumetes 
who manned and frequently commanded their craft) instead limited their 
coastwise commerce to supplying Banhun and Mandinka networks at their southern 
outlets in the Guinea-Bissau region. Cacheu served the Banhun network, with 
Ziguinchor on the Casamance river as the secondary entrepot supplied by a 
combination of creeks and overland portages acrosd Buguendo and Bichangor 
territory. Mandinka traders were supplied at Farim and Geba, the heads of 
navigation of the Cacheu and Geba rivers respectively. 
During the seventeenth century Banhuns allowed lani;ados and Lusa-Africans 
to trade along the Casamance and Songrougrou rivers, to travel overland along 
the portage connecting the tributaries of the Songrougrou river and Vintang 
Creek, and follow Vintang Creek to the Gambia River. There was, however, an 
important reservation: when Sieur de La Courbe followed this route from north 
to south in 1686 he found Lusa-Africans and Portuguese (and several Spanish) 
traders living along the Banhun network, but he observed at 'Geregia' that 
commerce with neighboring Africans was reserved to Banhun traders.125 
In contrast to the Banhuns and Beafadas, Mandinkas never permitted 
lani;ados or Lusa-Africans to use their trade network. The latter were 
restricted to Geba, Farim, and Sedhiou (which became the principal place of 
Mandinka trade along the upper Casamance River). From these entrepots 
Mandinka caravan routes linked the upper Gambia and upper Niger rivers and 
Futa Jallon, a vast commercial matrix connecting much of western Africa. 
Lani;ado-Beafada cooperation along the Grande River, so mutually 
advantageous during the sixteenth century, changed significantly during the 
seventeenth century. The Beafada state of Guinala and Beafadas generally 
experienced a long decline in commercial activities, political influence, 
military power, and territorial possessions. Such decline was principally due 
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to chronic warfare with the neighboring Bijago people, whose almadias attacked 
Beafada trading craft and Beafada settlements in the Grande River and on 
Galinhas and Bolama islands. 
Beafadas were not the only victims of Bijago raiders, for Bijago almadias 
ranged from the Cacheu to the Cacine rivers pillaging and enslaving Papels and 
Nalu as well. European vessels could generally drive off or excape Bijago 
almadias, except when taken unawares, caught in light winds, or marooned in 
shallow waters by the fast-changing tides of the Bissagos archipelago. Such 
were the fighting abilities and renowned ferocity of Bijago warriors, however, 
that Europeans and Lusa-Africans avoided combat except when their property and 
interests were directly concerned. In lieu of supporting their longtime 
Beafada allies (to whom many were linked by family ties), langados and 
Lusa-Africans adopted the role of "neutrals" who purchased captives offered by 
either Beafadas or Bijagos, with, one suspects, the thought that the Bijagos' 
disruption of Beafada commerce generally promoted their own coastwise trede. 
With the Grande River a cockpit of Beafada-Bijago warfare, langados and 
Lusa-Africans moved from Guinala to Geba and Bissau, and the Geba River came 
to supplant the Grande River as the principal route supplying kola to Mandinka 
traders .126 
Concluding Remarks 
This study shows that kola trade was of extraordinary importance both 
prior to Portuguese times and afterwards. Once the reasons for the omissions 
and obfuscations in Portuguese, langado, and Lusa-African accounts are 
recognized, it is possible to reconstruct many pre- and post-European 
commercial patterns of the Upper Guinea Coast and Senegambia, and to frame 
hypotheses and questions about others that remain to be investigated.1 27 A 
principal finding is recognition of the focal importance of the Guinea-Bissau 
region as the nexus of Beafada coastwise trade and Banhun and Mandinka caravan 
routes. Many African and European commodities were transported along these 
networks, but unquestionably foremost in importance was trade in kola --
accompanied, to be sure, by quantities of malaguetta pepper and bitter kola to 
enhance the flavor of the kola and contribute to its digestion and enjoyment. 
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